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A B S T R A C T

Tuning codes to make efficient use of high-performance computing systems
is known to be hard. Programmers have to schedule their computations to
thousands of compute cores having the compute and data movement costs
in mind. The necessary code transformations – for example, to overlap com-
putation and inter-node communication – are well known. But the complex
interplay of hardware and software often prevents programmers from iden-
tifying performance bottlenecks and selecting good code transformations.
This dissertation introduces compilation frameworks, performance tools,
and programming models to tackle these programmability challenges.

Over the last decades, the compute performance improved at a much
faster pace than memory performance. Data-movement optimizations to
reduce the communication and memory access costs thus became much
more pressing. We address the problem by automating the selection of data-
locality transformations (absinthe) and by adapting the programming
model (dcuda) to overlap computation and inter-node communication
automatically. The performance models needed to automate the tuning
(absinthe and haystack) also provide the programmers with valuable
insights when optimizing codes manually.

An important algorithmic motif in high-performance computing is the
sequential execution of multiple but different stencils. Our compilation
framework (absinthe) automates the selection of data-locality transfor-
mations for such stencil programs. It has three main components: 1) a
transformation algebra, 2) a performance model, and 3) an optimizer. The
transformation algebra (modesto) defines the space of possible code trans-
formations and the learned performance model (absinthe) guides the
selection of good code transformations.

In summary, this dissertation contributes compilation frameworks, per-
formance tools, and programming models to foster the application of data
movement optimizations in high-performance computing. In particular, we
automate the selection of data-locality transformations for stencil programs.
We believe our work lays the foundation for future compilation frameworks
that support even broader application domains.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Es ist bekannt, dass die Optimierung von Codes zur effizienten Nutzung
von Hochleistungsrechnern schwierig ist. Programmierer müssen, unter
Berücksichtigung von Rechenaufwand und Datenübertragungskosten, ihre
Berechnungen auf Tausende von Rechenkernen verteilen. Die notwendigen
Code-Transformationen – zum Beispiel zur Überlappung der Kommuni-
kation zwischen den Rechenknoten mit den Berechnungen – sind allge-
mein bekannt. Das komplexe Zusammenspiel von Hardware und Software
hindert Programmierer jedoch häufig daran, Performance-Probleme zu
identifizieren und gute Code-Transformationen auszuwählen. In dieser
Dissertation werden Kompilierungs-Frameworks, Performance-Tools und
Programmiermodelle vorgestellt, um die Programmierbarkeit von Hoch-
leistungsrechnern zu verbessern.

In den letzten Jahrzehnten hat sich die Rechenleistung deutlich schneller
verbessert als die Speicherleistung. Optimierungen zur Reduzierung der
Kommunikations- und Speicherzugriffskosten wurden daher dringlicher.
Wir gehen das Problem an, indem wir die Auswahl von Transformationen
zur Verbesserung der Datenlokalität automatisieren (absinthe) und das
Programmiermodell anpassen (dcuda), um die Kommunikation zwischen
den Rechenknoten automatisch mit den Berechnungen zu überlappen. Die
zur Automatisierung erforderlichen Performance-Modelle (absinthe und
haystack) bieten den Programmierern zudem wertvolle Einblicke bei der
manuellen Code Optimierung.

Ein wichtiges algorithmisches Motiv im Hochleistungsrechnen ist die
sequentielle Ausführung mehrerer, aber unterschiedlicher Stencil Berech-
nungen. Unser Kompilierungs-Framework (absinthe) automatisiert die
Auswahl von Code-Transformationen zur Verbesserung der Datenlokali-
tät von Stencil Programmen. Es besteht aus drei Hauptkomponenten: 1)
einer Transformations-Algebra, 2) einem Performance-Modell und 3) einem
Optimierer. Die Transformations-Algebra (modesto) definiert den Raum
möglicher Code-Transformationen und das erlernte Performance-Modell
(absinthe) steuert die Auswahl guter Code-Transformationen.

Zusammenfassend leistet diese Dissertation einen Beitrag zur Entwick-
lung von Kompilierungs-Frameworks, Performance-Tools und Program-
miermodellen, um die Anwendung von Datenlokalitätsoptimierungen im
Hochleistungsrechnen zu fördern. Insbesondere automatisieren wir die
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Optimierung von Stencil Programmen. Wir glauben, dass unsere Arbeit
den Grundstein für zukünftige Kompilierungs-Frameworks legt, die noch
breitere Anwendungsbereiche unterstützen.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Over time the cost of data movement steadily gained importance and started
to dominate the overall computational cost – both in terms of execution
time and energy consumption. Analyzing and reducing the cost of data
movement became an important concern in high-performance comput-
ing [7]. But applying data movement optimizations [8–10] increases the
code complexity and often requires non-trivial parameterization. Domain-
specific tools [5, 11–13] or compilers [14, 15] may hide the increased code
complexity, but choosing optimal parameters remains hard. Examples for
the necessary parameterization are tile size and fusion choices or the ra-
tio of the inner to the outer domain when overlapping computation and
inter-node communication.

The hardware landscape in high-performance at the same time got much
more diverse. Heterogeneous systems equipped with accelerators more
and more supersede the previously dominating multi-core machines. The
resulting diversity complicates the development of single source code that
performs well on today’s and tomorrow’s systems. Especially since data-
locality transformations are very much system-specific. As a result, the
model of having expert programmers that in a heroic effort tune the codes
for every new hardware generation does not scale anymore.

In this thesis, we use the COSMO atmospheric model [16] as our primary
motivational example. The code is used for operational weather forecast-
ing [17] and climate modeling [18]. COSMO consists of more than 300,000

lines of code that mostly implement stencil computations (finite-differences).
Its low arithmetic intensity in combination with the sheer size makes the
real-world application a good testbed for data-locality transformations.

The current version of COSMO already targets both CPU and GPU
systems [6] using a single source code. To this end, the dynamical core of
COSMO was rewritten in the domain-specific language STELLA [5] that
implements target specific data-locality transformations for both CPU and
GPU. STELLA automates the code generation but still requires manual
interventions to select the tile sizes and to fuse stencils. The goal of this
thesis is to enable the development of domain-specific languages that
provide true performance portability by automatically selecting good data-
locality transformations.
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2 introduction

Auto-tuning is the swiss-army knife for the selection and parameteri-
zation of good code transformations. It relies on the empiric evaluation
of different implementation variants to select good code transformations.
Existing auto-tuning frameworks [19–22] implement ready-to-use search
strategies that enable the efficient search space exploration. Yet, compiling
and running different implementation variants requires target system access
during compilation and can become prohibitively expensive depending on
the size of the search space.

An alternative are optimization frameworks [13, 23–25] relying on heuris-
tics and analytical models. In this thesis, we focus on the development of
analytical performance models and optimization strategies for selecting
data-locality transformations. We show that analytical performance models
enable the fast search space exploration while being accurate enough to
guide the optimization. Model-based optimization is a promising approach
that in many cases provides a good set of initial transformations that if
required may be further refined using auto-tuning.

1.1 automatic data-locality optimization

All programming models and domain-specific languages that aim at perfor-
mance portability have to apply target system-specific code transformations.
Loop fusion and tiling [8, 26, 27] are examples of important data-locality
transformations in high-performance computing. The fusion space alone is
exponential in the number of loop nests, and for every fused loop nest, a
range of possible tile sizes exists. The large search space and the interdepen-
dence of the parameter choices – fusion and tile size need to be considered
in tandem – make the optimization challenging.

An automatic optimization framework has to formalize the space of
possible code transformations and select the most beneficial ones. Several
approaches to describe the search space for polyhedral programs [28–30],
high-level programs written using algorithmic skeletons [31], and domain-
specific programs [12, 32, 33] exist. Possible techniques to select code trans-
formations are heuristics [34], performance models [24, 35], and empiric
evaluation [19, 20]. We focus on the performance model guided selection of
data-locality transformations. The mathematical structure and the fast eval-
uation of a well-designed performance model can considerably accelerate
the search space exploration compared to empirical tuning. A downside of
the model-based approach is the limited model accuracy that prevents us
from guaranteeing optimality for the selected code transformations.
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optimal solution

optimizer3

program variants

P y ≈ f(x)

learned model

transformation algebra1 performance model2

min f(x) 
x ∈ P 

Figure 1.1: An optimization problem that implements transformation algebra and
performance model enables the automatic selection of data-locality
transformations.

Data-locality transformations adapt the program schedule to improve the
spatial and temporal locality of the computation. After the optimization
computations that access the same data are ideally scheduled to the same
compute core and the shared data is stored in cache or registers. At the same
time, increasing data-locality often reduces the available parallelism. We
thus need to balance data-locality and parallelism [36, 37] while scheduling
the computations.

Figure 1.1 shows the main components of a typical automatic optimiza-
tion framework: 1) an algebra that defines the space of possible code trans-
formations, 2) a performance model to evaluate the effects of the selected
code transformations, and 3) an optimizer to explore the search space. All
components need to interface with the code generation to automate the
optimization process.

transformation algebra The core of every automatic optimization
framework is a transformation algebra that formalizes the space of pos-
sible code transformations. We defined the stencil algebra modesto to
enumerate the space of possible data-locality transformations for stencil
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programs. The algebra specifies the execution order and the fusion and tile
size choices for all stencils of the program. Every element of the algebra
represents a program variant that performs the same computation but has
different performance characteristics.

performance model The performance model estimates the cost of
the different program variants. We developed the stencil program optimizer
absinthe and the analytical cache model haystack. Both of them can
be used to select code transformations. absinthe models the latency and
throughput of the stencil loop nests. The simple linear model enables the ef-
ficient program optimization using linear integer programming. haystack

models fully associative caches with a least recently used replacement
policy. The model is more complex but can compute the cache misses for
arbitrary polyhedral programs.

optimizer An automatic optimization framework searches the program
variant that minimizes the cost, for example, by integrating the transforma-
tion algebra and the performance model into a single optimization problem.
absinthe uses linear integer programming to select optimal code trans-
formations with respect to the performance model. We thereby rely on an
existing state-of-the-art solver [38] that is guaranteed to find the optimal
solution.

In general, data-locality transformations such as tiling and fusion are
interdependent. For example, the optimal tile size of a fused loop nest
typically decreases due to the larger memory footprint after fusion. The
optimization problem formulated by absinthe performs single shot fusion
and tile size choices to account for the interdependence of the different
data-locality transformations. The simplicity of both transformation algebra
and performance model additionally enables the formulation of a linear
optimization problem that can be solved efficiently. We thus believe the
development of an automatic optimization framework requires a holistic
view of transformation algebra, performance model, and optimization
method.

1.2 user-guided data movement optimization

Automatic tuning is only available for some application domains, and
the results may be suboptimal. In these cases, programmers have to fall
back to manual optimization. But the large space of possible data-locality
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Figure 1.2: Screenshot of haystack analyzing matrix multiplication.



6 introduction

transformations and the complexity and heterogeneity of the available
hardware architectures make the manual tuning challenging. Tools that
help programmers to identify performance bottlenecks and to evaluate the
effectiveness of their code transformations are thus an important concern.

Almost all modern processors rely on caches to reduce data movement
and to hide memory access latencies. Caches not only improve performance
but unfortunately also make understanding the memory access cost hard.
Hence, programmers need to know the state of the cache to estimate the
memory access cost. As a result, the cost of data movement depends on
global state and does not compose.

The state of the cache depends on the exact memory access history. Minor
changes of the memory access history can have significant effects on the
cache efficiency. Let us assume a least recently used replacement policy. If
a program implements two identical loop nests that access an array with
the size of the cache, then all access of the second loop nest are cache hits.
But if the program performs an additional memory access between the
two loop nests, then all memory accesses of the second loop nest are cache
misses. This example illustrates that understanding the cache state requires
an exact rather than an approximate understanding of the memory access
history.

Programmers may have a notion of the relative cost of different imple-
mentation variants. But having the exact memory access history in mind
is hard. We thus developed the analytical cache model haystack that
computes exact cache miss information to provide programmers the means
to estimate the cost of data movement.

The screenshot in Figure 1.2 shows the output of haystack for gener-
alized matrix multiplication. The tool analyzes the cache misses for every
memory access of the program and prints the percentage of compulsory
and capacity misses relative to the total number of memory accesses. This
fine-grained analysis allows programmers to estimate the memory access
cost of individual loop nests and statements. The tool also computes the
total number of compulsory and capacity misses. These absolute numbers
are helpful when comparing different implementation variants. For exam-
ple, we may determine if a tiling is effective by running the tool on a tiled
and an untiled implementation variant of the same program.
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1.3 importance of the programming model

A high-performance computing programming model ideally abstracts low-
level implementation details of the target system to improve performance
portability. At the same time, the programming model should provide
the necessary control to attain optimal performance. These two targets
are conflicting and sometimes result in design choices that make specific
hardware features inaccessible.

Overlapping computation and inter-node communication [10, 39] is an
important data movement optimization in distributed memory computing.
We can manually implement it by splitting the compute domain of every
node into an inner and an outer domain. We may then overlap the inter-node
communication with the computation on the inner domain. The manual
application of this optimization is tedious, and its effectiveness depends on
the size of the two domains. The computation on the inner domain has to
take long enough to overlap the communication. At the same time, both the
inner and the outer domain have to be large enough to avoid performance
penalties due to the reduced parallelism.

In GPU computing, sufficient amounts of parallelism are a prerequisite to
attain optimal performance [40]. Splitting the compute domain to overlap
computation and inter-node communication may thus harm the overall
performance. Instead, it seems desirable to use the built-in hardware latency
hiding – over-subscription and hardware threading – to hide the inter-node
communication. But the existing GPU programming models do not provide
communication primitives that benefit from this hardware latency hiding.

We developed the dcuda programming model that implements device-
side communication primitives to take advantage of the hardware latency
hiding. If a thread waits for incoming data, the GPU immediately proceeds
with the execution of another thread that is ready for execution and thus
automatically hides the inter-node communication latency. The project
demonstrates the importance of an expressive programming model that
provides access to all relevant hardware features.

1.4 thesis contributions

This thesis makes the following main contributions:

• In Chapter 2, we present the stencil algebra modesto that defines the
space of possible data-locality transformations for stencil programs. A
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stencil program executes a sequence of different stencils that depend
on each other.

• In Chapter 3, we introduce the stencil program optimizer absinthe

that learns a performance model to select good data-locality transfor-
mations. A single integer linear program optimizes loop fusion and
loop tiling in tandem.

• In Chapter 4, we discuss the analytical cache model haystack that
computes the cache misses for polyhedral programs. The model pro-
vides both programmers and compilers with exact cache miss infor-
mation to support the choice of suitable data-locality optimizations.

• In Chapter 5, we introduce the programming model dcuda that
enhances the CUDA programming model with device-side inter-
node communication. This extension enables the automatic overlap of
communication and computation.

We believe that optimizing the data movement of high-performance
computing codes requires better tools, compilers, and programming models.
This thesis contributes to all three domains and also motivates further
research. The ultimate goal is the development of code generators that learn
the performance of the target system and then lower domain-specific code
to optimized code that makes optimal use of the hardware. absinthe

demonstrates the feasibility of this vision for the stencil domain.



2
A S T E N C I L A L G E B R A

Stencil computations on regular domains are one of the most important
algorithmic motifs in embedded, high-performance, and scientific comput-
ing. Applications range from climate modeling [41], seismic imaging [42],
fluid dynamics, heat diffusion and electromagnetic simulations [43] through
image processing [12] to machine learning. Given their importance, numer-
ous optimization strategies [44–46] and domain-specific languages [11, 12,
22] exist. Yet, most of these schemes consider the optimization of a single
stencil in isolation. Many applications, however, require nested stencils [35]
that are applied in succession. The data dependencies of these nestings can
form complex directed acyclic stencil graphs where multiple stencils need to
be optimized in tandem to achieve highest performance.

Stencils programs perform element-wise computations on a fixed neigh-
borhood called the stencil. Such stencils often have low arithmetic intensity
because they have a fixed number of operations per loaded value. The
biggest challenge is to map stencil programs to modern architectures with a
growing gap between memory and compute bandwidth. Such architectures
require data-centric optimizations that arrange data accesses to efficiently
use the available memory bandwidth. Complex stencil graphs can be op-
timized using various techniques such as loop fusion, tiling, and various
communication strategies on subgraphs. We model all possible combina-
tions of optimizations for a particular stencil program (graph) using a stencil
algebra and apply mathematical optimization techniques to find the best
combination specific to an abstract hierarchical machine model.

Since typical stencil programs contain hundreds of stencils arranged in
paths with dozens of stages and several input arrays, manual tuning of
all options is infeasible. In fact, the number of stencil program variants
is usually exponential in the number of stencils. In addition, the optimal
stencil program variant is specific to each architecture. We show how to
fully automate the optimization and implement it in our open-source tool
modesto, a model driven stencil optimization framework. We demonstrate
the efficacy of our method using the real-world application COSMO [41],
a numerical weather prediction and regional climate model used by more
than 10 national weather services and many other institutions. The dynami-
cal core of COSMO, a central part of its implementation, applies more than

9



10 a stencil algebra

150 stencils, each operating on 13 arrays on average. This most performance-
critical code has been rewritten using the STELLA library and was carefully
tuned by experts for optimal performance. modesto-optimized stencil
graphs match or improve upon the expert-tuned code by a factor of 1.0-
1.8x. This demonstrates how our technique enables next generation stencil
libraries that completely abstract optimizations from the library interface.
Hence, we are able to improve usability as well as performance portabil-
ity compared to state-of-the-art stencil libraries such as STELLA [6] or
Halide [12]. In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We introduce a set of data-centric code transformations, an algebraic
formulation of the transformation space, and a compile-time perfor-
mance model that enables the automatic optimization of complex
stencil programs.

• We evaluate our approach by modeling the optimization of stencil
codes written using the STELLA library and successfully tune kernels
of a real-world application.

• We formulate the automatic tuning of stencil programs as a mathemat-
ical optimization problem and solve it using dynamic programming
techniques.

2.1 stencil algebra

Although the stencil motif appears in a wide range of codes from various
application domains, common patterns can be identified. Using them,
we introduce a stencil algebra that formalizes stencil computations and
facilitates their analysis and optimization.

2.1.1 Definition of a Stencil Program

The following core elements describe a stencil program:
A field F defines a dense, multi-dimensional and commonly hyperrectan-

gular set of data values, which can be read and modified.
A stencil S is a computation that derives a value located in an output

field from a set of input field values located within bounded distance
to the output value. It is described by the triple (ops, out, in). The first
element, ops, specifies the (possibly approximated) computational cost of
executing this stencil. The second element, out, is the output field of the
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stencil. The third element, in, is a set that defines the input elements of the
stencil. The elements of the input set are so-called “named vectors” that
are named according to the field the input is read from and the vector
itself describes the location of the input element as a relative offset to the
position of the element the stencil computes. The set of input elements in is
not allowed to contain elements of the output field. We define an example
stencil s that computes the value F0(i, j) from the inputs F1(i, j), F1(i, j + 1)
and F2(i, j) with 5 computational operations using the following notation:
s := (5, F0, {F1(0, 0), F1(0, 1), F2(0, 0)})

A stencil program P = T ∪O consists of a set of temporary stencils T
as well as a set of output stencils O, where the results computed by the
output stencils form the result of the stencil program, but the results of the
temporary stencils are not made available outside of the stencil program.
All stencils and fields have the same dimensionality.

The program definition just introduced is formulated minimalistic way
and with a strong focus on stencil graphs. As a consequence, it omits aspects
that in the context of this work are of limited importance, e.g., boundary
conditions, variable input field dimensionality, as well as complex dynamic
control flow. However, programs that use such concepts can, in many cases,
still be modeled. For example, stencils with varying input sets, due to the
use of special boundary conditions, can often be modeled with an over-
approximated input set and iterative stencil computations can be modeled
by (partially) unrolling the relevant time loop.

2.1.2 Example

We now present an example stencil program which is derived from a
horizontal diffusion kernel used by the COSMO atmospheric model [41].
We define the stencil program Phd in terms of the temporary stencils slap,
s f li, and s f l j necessary to evaluate the output stencil sout. A data dependency
either refers to an input field loaded by the stencil program, such as in or
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a

d = c   (a ᴜ b) 

in

wgt

out

fli

flj

lap

b

c

d

Figure 2.1: Horizontal diffusion dependency graph annotated with stencil (c)
and stencil program (a, b, and d) access patterns

wgt, or to a temporary field computed by the corresponding temporary
stencil, such as f li, f l j, or lap:

slap := (5, lap, {in(−1, 0), in(1, 0), in(0,−1), in(0, 1), in(0, 0)})

sfli := (1, fli, {lap(1, 0), lap(0, 0)})

sflj := (1, flj, {lap(0, 1), lap(0, 0)})

sout := (5, out, {fli(−1, 0), fli(0, 0), flj(0,−1), flj(0, 0), wgt(0, 0)})

Phd := {slap, sfli, sflj} ∪ {sout}

Figure 2.1 illustrates the data flow of the stencil program using a directed
graph, whose black and white nodes represent input fields and stencils,
respectively. Arrows that do not point to a node and consequently exit the
stencil graph model the outputs of the stencil program. A directed edge
in the graph corresponds to a flow dependency between two nodes. We
annotate each incoming edge of a stencil with the access pattern necessary
for a single stencil evaluation. For instance, a single evaluation of the lap
stencil accesses the in field at the five offsets shown by c. In addition,
we annotate all outgoing edges of a stencil or an input field with the
accumulated access pattern necessary to evaluate the out stencil at a single
position. E.g., the lap stencil is evaluated at the positions defined by the
union of the sets a and b. We compute the accumulated in field access
pattern d as the Minkowski sum d = (a ∪ b)⊕ c, with a⊕ b = {a′ + b′ |
a′ ∈ a, b′ ∈ b}. Figure 2.2 shows a naive implementation of the horizontal
diffusion kernel, which executes each stencil using a separate loop nest.
While such an implementation may be straightforward to write, it is not
efficient in terms of data locality, memory usage, or parallelism.
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1 // allocate temporary storage

2 Field[double] lap(ibegin,iend), fli(ibegin,iend), flj(ibegin,iend);

3 // apply the lap stencil

4 for(int i=ibegin-1; i<iend+1; ++i)

5 for(int j=jbegin-1; j<jend+1; ++j)

6 lap(i,j) = -4.0 * in(i,j) +

7 in(i-1,j) + in(i+1,j) + in(i,j-1) + in(i,j+1);

8 // apply the fli stencil

9 for(int i=ibegin-1; i<iend; ++i)

10 for(int j=jbegin; j<jend; ++j)

11 fli(i,j) = lap(i+1,j) - lap(i,j);

12 // apply the flj stencil

13 for(int i=ibegin; i<iend; ++i)

14 for(int j=jbegin-1; j<jend; ++j)

15 flj(i,j) = lap(i,j+1) - lap(i,j);

16 // apply the out stencil

17 for(int i=ibegin; i<iend; ++i)

18 for(int j=jbegin; j<jend; ++j)

19 out(i,j) = wgt(i,j) *

20 (fli(i-1,j) - fli(i,j) + flj(i,j-1) - flj(i,j));

Figure 2.2: Naive implementation of the simplified horizontal diffusion example
used by the COSMO [41] atmospheric model

2.1.3 Data Locality Transformations

To improve the data locality of stencil programs, we discuss code transfor-
mations that combine loop tiling and loop fusion. While tiling sub-divides
the loop domain into typically hyperrectangular tiles of limited size, fusion
substitutes a sequence of loops by a single loop. Applied to stencil codes, we
divide the stencil evaluation domain into tiles and apply multiple stencils
tile-by-tile. Consequently, we can store temporary values in smaller buffers
that hold the working set of a single tile instead of the full evaluation
domain.

While tiling increases the data locality, it causes additional synchroniza-
tion efforts at the tile boundaries. As shown in Figure 2.1, a single stencil
evaluation depends on one or more input or temporary fields accessed in a
local neighborhood. When combining multiple stencils the neighborhoods
grow depending on the stencil access patterns and the longest path in the
dependency graph. We call all dependencies outside of the tile domain the
halo points of a tile. In addition, we suggest three halo strategies that trade
off parallelism against computation. Figure 2.3 shows the iteration space
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Figure 2.3: Tile shapes (shaded) for different tilings applied to a subset of the
horizontal diffusion example projected to the i-dimension

of one dependency path in the horizontal diffusion example, once without
any tiling and then with different tiles as they result from the suggested
halo strategies. Shaded regions mark the points that belong to a specific
tile.

computation on-the-fly (of) satisfies all halo point dependencies
using redundant computation at the tile boundaries. Hence, we load input
fields and evaluate temporary stencils in an extended domain covering the
tile itself as well as its halo points. Using computation on-the-fly, we can
update different tiles independently postponing synchronization at the cost
of additional computation. As shown by Figure 2.3, computation on-the-fly
results in overlapping tiles and is therefore often referred to as overlapped
tiling [8, 9, 12].

halo exchange parallel (hp) satisfies all halo point dependencies
using communication with neighboring tiles. More precisely, we update
all tiles in parallel and perform at least one halo exchange communication
per edge in the longest dependency chain of the stencil dependency graph.
Hence, halo exchange parallel avoids redundant computation at the cost of
additional synchronizations.

halo exchange sequential (hs) modifies the tile shape such that all
unsatisfied halo point dependencies point in one direction. By iterating over
the tiles in reverse dependency direction, we can update all tiles sequentially
using a single sweep. While halo exchange sequential in general applies
to one-dimensional tilings only, we can complement it with other halo
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Figure 2.4: Stencil dependency graph of the horizontal diffusion example anno-
tated with two tiling hierarchy levels.

strategies to support higher dimensional tilings. In summary, halo exchange
sequential avoids redundant computation and synchronizations at the cost
of being sequential.

As the surface to volume ratio decreases with increasing tile size, we
preferably update small tiles using halo exchange communication and large
tiles using computation on-the-fly. Depending on the hardware architecture
high synchronization costs make computation on-the-fly attractive. Overall,
choosing the optimal data locality transformations is not straight forward
and motivates the use of a performance model.

2.1.4 Stencil Algebra Definition

Using the data locality transformations introduced in the previous section,
we are able to generate a large number of stencil program implementation
variants. In particular, we can repeatedly apply our tiling transformations
to obtain a hierarchical tiling that leverages multiple levels of the memory
hierarchy. By combining our data locality transformations, we are therefore
able to cover most of the established stencil implementation techniques.
Next, we formally define a stencil algebra whose elements express different
stencil program implementation variants and show how to enumerate them.
Figure 2.4 shows an implementation variant of the horizontal diffusion
example, introduced in Section 2.1.2, annotated with two tiling hierarchy
levels. Each white node corresponds to a stencil and each black node to a
storage region that buffers either an input or a temporary field. We extend
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the dependency graph with boxes that represent the tiling hierarchy. More
precisely, the boxes form a tiling tree where each box corresponds to a tiling
that executes all contained boxes respectively stencils. Finally, we annotate
each box with the tile size and the halo strategy of the tiling. In Figure 2.4
we employ an on-the-fly tiling at the bottom of the tiling hierarchy with
two nested halo exchange parallel tilings.

In order to specify an element of our stencil algebra, we initially define a
tiling hierarchy. More precisely, we define a tile size tl ∈ Z

n for each level l
of the tiling hierarchy. In case of the horizontal diffusion example we define
two tiling hierarchy levels:

t1
hd = (256, 256) t2

hd = (32, 32)

Next, we specify a stencil program implementation variant as a bracket
expression. We put all stencils that correspond to a specific tiling hierarchy
level into brackets. A hierarchical tiling thus results in a nested bracket
expression with the outermost bracket term representing the bottom of
the tiling hierarchy. We can define the horizontal diffusion implementation
variant shown by Figure 2.4 using a twofold nested bracket expression.

[[slap, sfli], [sflj, sout]]

In the following, we call each bracket term representing a tiling hierarchy
a stencil group. A stencil group can be seen as a node of the tiling tree
containing nested stencils or stencil groups that as a whole define the stencil
program implementation variant.

Let g be a stencil group, then g.child is the set of all children of the
stencil group g, where a child is either a stencil or a nested stencil group.
In addition, g.sten is the set of all stencils in the subtree defined by the
stencil group g. Finally, g.in and g.out define the input and output sets
of a stencil group g, where an input and an output correspond to an
incoming respectively to an outgoing data dependency. As an example, we
provide the stencil properties of the horizontal diffusion example shown in
Figure 2.4.

g0 = [g1, g2] g1 = [slap, sfli] g2 = [sflj, sout]

First, we define the tree properties.

g0.child = {g1, g2} g0.sten = {slap, sfli, sflj, sout}

Next, we define the external data dependencies.

g0.in = {in, wgt} g0.out = {out}
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We enumerate all stencil program implementation variants using two
operations: 1) shuffle the stencils respecting their topological order and 2)
group stencils on different tiling hierarchy levels.

2.1.5 Performance Modeling

In order to understand the performance characteristic of a stencil program
implementation variant, we next introduce a performance model. Similar
to the Roofline model [47], we estimate the execution time based on the
peak compute and communication throughput of the target hardware. In
addition, we do not only distinguish between cached and global memory
accesses but model additional memory hierarchy levels.

To model our target hardware we use an abstract machine that is built
around a processing unit that performs computations on a limited set of
local registers. All data is by default stored in a global memory (e.g., DRAM)
with limited bandwidth to the processing unit. Data is transferred from
global memory to local registers before any computation is performed and
the results of a computation are transferred back to global memory before
becoming externally visible. Between global memory and local registers
there is a set of additional hierarchically organized memory levels, each
with limited size, but increasing bandwidth to the processing unit.

When mapping a parallel hardware architecture to our model, the band-
width of a given memory hierarchy level is the combined bandwidth of all
(possibly multiple) memories at this level. The size of a memory hierarchy
level is not the combined size, but the size of an individual memory at this
level. E.g., assuming there are multiple L1 caches, we consider the size of a
single L1 cache. Finally, assuming sufficient parallelism to simultaneously
use all processing resources, the compute throughput of our model is the
combined peak compute throughput of the hardware architecture.

We now consider again Figure 2.4, an illustration of a stencil program
implementation variant with two tiling hierarchy levels that was introduced
in the previous section. Each tiling hierarchy targets one specific level
of the memory hierarchy, such as the DDR memory or the L1 cache of
a CPU. We assume all input and temporary values of a stencil group
are stored in the associated memory hierarchy level. Whenever a stencil
program communicates data from one tiling hierarchy level to the next
higher one, we model the communication time using the bandwidth of the
associated memory hierarchy level. Therefore, we define a communication
bandwidth V l ∈ R as well as a memory capacity Ml ∈ Z for each level
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Figure 2.5: The time estimation for the horizontal diffusion example

l of the tiling hierarchy. In addition to this vertical communication, a
stencil code might also perform lateral halo exchange communication
between neighboring tiles of the tiling hierarchy. Hence, we define a lateral
communication bandwidth Ll ∈ R for each level l of the tiling hierarchy.
Typical representatives of lateral communication links are interconnect
networks or the scratch pad memory of a GPU. Finally, we define the
compute throughput C ∈ Z of the target architecture. Thereby, we define
storage sizes in terms of floating point values instead of bytes. In case two
nested tiling hierarchy levels are associated to the same memory hierarchy
level, we set the vertical communication bandwidth to infinity. Just like
the Roofline model, we assume that we can overlap communication and
computation on all communication links respectively compute units of the
system.

When modeling the performance of a stencil program, we assume that
the arithmetic intensity remains constant during the execution of a single
stencil. On the other hand, the arithmetic intensities of different stencils
might vary. Figure 2.5 illustrates the time estimation for the horizontal
diffusion implementation variant shown by Figure 2.4. At the top of the
tiling hierarchy, black boxes denote the stencil execution times. Below, gray
boxes (with flashes) denote the communication times between parents and
children in the tiling hierarchy. Furthermore, white boxes denote the stencil
group execution times computed as the sum of the maximum between
stencil execution times and communication times.

In particular, we estimate the execution time ts of a stencil s that performs
cs floating point operations as the time needed to compute the stencil
without considering any communication cost.

ts = cs/C
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Using the child execution time tc of a child stencil or stencil group c that
causes vc vertical and l1

c , . . . , ll
c lateral data movements, we compute the

execution time tg of a stencil group g that corresponds to level l of the tiling
hierarchy as the sum of the maximum of the child execution times, the
vertical communication between the stencil group and its children, and the
lateral communication necessary to update the halo points of the tempo-
rary fields. We thereby optimistically assume the lateral communication
overlaps with the child execution, which assumes the later communication
is sufficiently balanced over the stencil group execution.

tg = ∑
c∈g.child

max(tc, vc/V l , l1
c /L1, . . . , ll

c/Ll)

We model the performance of an entire stencil program as the estimated
execution time of the stencil group at the bottom of the tiling hierarchy.
Furthermore, we complement the performance estimation with a feasibility
check that compares the storage requirements of the stencil program to the
available memory capacity on all tiling hierarchy levels.

2.1.6 Stencil Program Analysis

In order to evaluate our performance model, we analyze stencil programs
using the mathematical concept of affine sets and affine maps. In particu-
lar, we show how to count the number of floating point operations, data
movements, and storage locations required during the stencil program
execution. Using the performance model introduced in Section 2.1.5, our
analysis finally allows us to estimate the execution time and the feasibility
of a stencil program.

2.1.6.1 Affine Sets and Maps

An affine set S = {~i | ~i ∈ Z
n ∧ cons(~i)} is a set of n-dimensional integer

vectors, where the elements of the set are constrained by a Presburger
formula cons(~i). Presburger formulas consist of comparisons (<,≤,=, 6=,≥
,>) between expressions (quasi-)affine in vector dimensions and external
parameters that are combined by Boolean operations (∧,∨,¬). For affine
sets set operations such as union, intersection, subtraction, projection as
well as cardinality are defined.

An affine map M = {~i→~j |~i ∈ Z
n,~j ∈ Z

m ∧ cons(~i,~j)} is a relation, that
relates n-dimensional input (domain) vectors with m-dimensional output
(range) vectors. The elements are again constraint by a Presburger formula
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cons(~i,~j). Besides the normal set operations, there exist map-specific opera-
tions such as the application of a map m on a set s (m(s)), the composition
of two maps (m0 ◦ m1), or the inverse of a map (m−1), which switches
input and output of a map. We define the following set of important map
operations in more detail.
The range product of two maps R1 and R2 is defined as:

R1 ×ran R2 = {~i→ (~j1,~j2) |~i→~j1 ∈ R1 ∧~i→~j2 ∈ R2}

The range intersection of a map R with a set S is:

R ∩ran S = {~i→~j |~i→~j ∈ R ∧~j ∈ S}

The range-projection of a map R projects the n output dimensions of a map
onto the first k + 1 output dimensions:

P ran
[0−k](R) = {~i→ (j0, . . . , jk) | ∃xk+1, . . . , xn−1 ∈ Z :

~i→ (j0, . . . , jk, xk+1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ R}

R+ is the transitive closure of R:

R+ = {~i→~j | ∃m ≥ 0 :~j = (R ◦ · · · ◦ R
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m times

)(~i)}

We use |S| to specify the cardinality of a set and |R| to specify the cardinality
of a map, where the cardinality of a map is defined as the number of related
domain and range pairs.

We also define named sets and named maps as affine sets and maps that
contain so-called “named vectors”. The elements of these sets can either be
written as tuples of a string and a vector, for example {(“A”,~i), (“B”,~j) |
~i ∈ Z

n,~j ∈ Z
m}, or as named vectors {A(~i), B(~j) |~i ∈ Z

n,~j ∈ Z
m}. Named

sets (maps) allow differently named elements to have vectors of different
dimensionality. On named sets and maps the operations introduced above
are applied individually to subsets or submaps that share the same name
and dimensionality. To extract a set from a named set S, we define a
bracket operator S[“x”] = {(“x”,~i) | (“x”,~i) ∈ S}. The bracket operator
applied on a map, filters the maps according to the name of their domains
R[“x”] = {(“x”,~i)→ (name,~j) | (“x”,~i)→ (name,~j) ∈ R}.

Computations on integer sets can be performed with isl [48] and counting
of integer sets is possible using the Barvinok algorithm [49].
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2.1.6.2 Data Dependencies

Given a stencil program P the set of flow dependencies in P can be de-
rived from the stencil data dependencies. To obtain them, we define for
each stencil s ∈ P a map Ds that associates the stencil evaluations to the
corresponding input data dependencies.

Ds = {s.out(~u)→ d(~u +~v) | d(~v) ∈ s.in}

Next, we define the union of all stencil data dependencies.

D =
⋃

s∈P

Ds

2.1.6.3 Stencil Tiling Maps

We model the tiling transformations discussed in Section 2.1.3 using affine
maps that relate the stencil evaluation domain to the tile domain. More
precisely, we define for each stencil a tiling map that maps each point
in the n-dimensional stencil evaluation domain to an n-dimensional tile
identifier, such that all points that belong to the same tile are associated
with a common tile identifier. We initially consider only a single tiling level
and later generalize the concept to nested tilings.

Given a multi-dimensional tile size vector ~t = (t0, . . . , tn−1) ∈ Z
n, we

define a hyperrectangular tiling of a single stencil s as a named map T�
s

that associates each point~i = (i0, . . . , in−1) ∈ Z
n of the stencil evaluation

domain with exactly one tile identifier.

T�
s = {(s,~i)→ (⌊i0/t0⌋, . . . , ⌊in−1/tn−1⌋)}

Depending on size and alignment of tiles and stencil evaluation domains,
such a tiling may yield truncated tiles at the stencil evaluation domain
boundaries. In case a given dimension of the stencil evaluation domain
should not be tiled (indicated by tile size ∞), the corresponding dimension
of the tile identifiers is set to zero.

We represent the tiling of a stencil group g by computing a named map
that contains a tiling map for each stencil of the stencil group. We distin-
guish here between the three halo strategies introduced in Section 2.1.3.

Computation on-the-fly satisfies halo point dependencies using redun-
dant computation. The corresponding tiling map is therefore a relation
which maps the halo point stencil evaluations at the tile boundaries to mul-
tiple overlapping tiles. Given a stencil group g, we construct a tile map Tg
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in two steps. First, all output stencils of g are tiled with a rectangular tiling
map. This does not yet introduce any redundant computation. Next, we
compute for each tile all stencil evaluations that are required to compute the
output points already assign to this tile. We do this by first defining the set
of data dependencies Dg that are local to g and then composing the inverse
transitive hull of Dg with the tiling map already defined for the output
stencils. The resulting map connects the temporary stencil evaluations via
the dependent output stencil evaluation to the corresponding tile identifier.
This map may now possibly relate one temporary stencil evaluation to
multiple tiles and can consequently introduce redundant computation.

Tg =
⋃

s∈g.out

T�
s ◦ (D+

g )
−1

Halo exchange parallel satisfies halo point dependencies using communi-
cation. We therefore assign each point in the stencil evaluation domain to
exactly one tile and use tiles of identical size, shape and alignment for all
stencils in our stencil group. The tiling map Tg describes such a tiling for a
stencil group g.

Tg =
⋃

s∈g.sten

T�
s

Halo exchange sequential is a variant of halo exchange parallel, whose
tiling map is constructed accordingly. In contrast to halo exchange parallel,
we shift the stencil tiling maps such that all unsatisfied halo point depen-
dencies between tiles point in one direction. Figure 2.3 illustrates the tile
shape of shifted stencil tiling maps and their halo point dependencies. We
define a shifted tiling map by subtracting the shift offset form the stencil
evaluation domain before computing the associated tile identifiers.

nested tilings We now describe the construction of nested tilings,
tilings that result from recursively applying the previously introduced tiling
transformations. To give a first intuition of such tilings, Figure 2.6 shows the
different nested tilings that can be constructed from combining on-the-fly
and halo exchange parallel tiling on two tiling levels. It shows for each
combination one full outer tile, one full inner tile, and, using dashed lines,
the remaining inner tiles placed inside the outer tile. Most combinations are
rather straightforward, but it is interesting to note, that in case of on-the-
fly tiling being nested inside halo exchange parallel tiling, the redundant
computation of the on-the-fly tiles may require the computation of points
located outside of the surrounding tile.
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Figure 2.6: Tile shapes (shaded) for a nested tiling applied to a subset of the
horizontal diffusion example projected to the i-dimension

As visible in the illustration just discussed, we identify each nested
tile with a tile vector whose first and second entry correspond to the tile
identifiers of the first and second tiling level, respectively. Hence, we can
model a nested tiling with l tiling hierarchy levels with a tiling map that
relates each point in the n-dimensional stencil evaluation domain to a tile
identifier with n · l dimensions. To construct such a map for a given stencil
group g nested in another stencil group p we first define tiling maps for
the output stencils of g. These tiling maps are formed by combining for
each stencil the tiling map Tp[s] that we derive for this stencil from p (not
considering any nested groups) with an additional hyperrectangular tiling
that uses the tile sizes specified for g. We define the tiling map Tg,s of such
a stencil s as the range product of the tiling map T�

s with the recursively
computed parent tiling map Tp[s].

Tg,s = Tp[s]×ran T�
s

When computing the tiling map of a nested stencil group Tg, we adapt the
previously introduced on-the-fly and halo exchange tiling maps to use Tg,s

instead of T�
s . The resulting tiling maps for halo exchange parallel and

on-the-fly tiling are

Tg =
⋃

s∈g.sten

Tg,s and Tg =
⋃

s∈g.out

Tg,s ◦ (D+
g )
−1.

We can now define for each stencil a tiling map Ts that maps each evaluation
of this stencil to a tile identifier with l · n dimensions, that identifies for all
levels of the tiling hierarchy the tiles the stencil evaluation is assigned to.
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We obtain Ts by extracting the tile map that corresponds to s from the tile
map of the stencil group g at the top of the tiling hierarchy that contains s.

Ts = Tg[s]

When constructing hierarchical tilings that involve halo exchange sequen-
tial, we inherit the shift offsets introduced by the sequential execution to
all nested tiling hierarchy levels. Thereby, we align the nested tiles to the
parent tile boundaries.

2.1.6.4 I/O Maps

While the tiling maps alone allow the analysis of computational aspects, we
introduce auxiliary maps that support the analysis of data movements and
storage usage.

First, we define for each stencil s an input map Is that relates a set of
inputs (stencil evaluations or input fields) used by a certain evaluation of s
to the tile(s) this evaluation is assigned to. The construction of Is is similar
to the construction of the on-the-fly tiling. We compose the stencil tiling
map Ts with the reversed stencil data dependencies D−1

s . Furthermore, we
define the input map of an entire stencil group g as the union of all nested
stencil input maps.

Is = Ts ◦ D−1
s Ig =

⋃

s∈g.sten

Is

Second, we define for each child stencil or stencil group c an output
map Oc that relates the set of outputs written by the child to the tiles they
are assigned to. In case the parent stencil group applies halo exchange
communication, we define the output map Oc as the union of the child
output stencil tiling maps.

Oc =
⋃

s∈c.out

Ts

In case the parent stencil group applies computation on-the-fly, we compute
the output map by following the data dependencies starting from the
parent stencil group output stencils. While this construction is similar to
the computation of the on-the-fly stencil evaluation tiling map, it differs
by the fact that we only consider the data dependencies of the stencils
executed after the child stencil or stencil group. Thereby, we make sure we
do not consider internal dependencies between the output stencils of the
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child stencil group. Initially, we define the partial input map Ip,c of a parent
stencil group p and a child stencil or stencil group c considering all input
dependencies of children executed after the child c.

Ip,c =
⋃

ci∈p.child
c<ci

Ici

Then the output map Oc of a child stencil or stencil group is the union of
all partial input and parent output dependencies.

Oc =
⋃

s∈c.out

(
Ip,c[s] ∪




⋃

o∈p.out

Tp,o



 [s]
)

2.1.6.5 Tile Selection

We analyze the characteristics of a stencil program by counting stencil
evaluations, data movements, or storage requirements on a limited domain.
As we are interested in the relative rather than the absolute performance
and as our performance model does not consider low hardware utilization
due to strong scaling, we can choose an arbitrary but limited domain size.
We therefore perform our analysis on the origin tile of the lowest tiling
hierarchy level. Assuming m tiling hierarchy levels, we select the origin tile
of the lowest tiling hierarchy level using the tile selection set S that contains
all tile identifiers with the first n-dimensions fixed to zero.

S = {(x0, . . . , xn−1, yn, . . . , ynm) | xi = 0∧ yj ∈ Z}

When analyzing the storage requirements, we want to make sure a single
tile fits the memory capacity of the corresponding memory hierarchy level.
We thus define an additional tile selection set S∗ that selects the origin tile
on all levels of the tiling hierarchy.

S∗ = {(x0, . . . , xnm) | xi = 0}

In order to limit the domain of a tiling map, we finally intersect the range
of the tiling map with a selection set.

2.1.6.6 Analysis

Relying on the previously introduced stencil program formulation, we now
discuss the analyses we use to obtain the program properties needed for
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evaluating the performance model introduced in Section 2.1.5. Using the
previously introduced maps, we count the points that correspond to the
number of stencils evaluations, the amount of data moved, and the amount
of storage used when evaluating a given stencil program on a limited
domain.

computation In order to analyze the amount of computation per-
formed by a stencil program, we count the stencil evaluations associated to
the origin tile of the lowest tiling hierarchy level. We obtain these evalua-
tions by intersecting the range of the stencil evaluation tiling map with the
origin tile selection set S. We then count all stencil evaluations associated to
the remaining tile identifiers. Hence, we define the amount of computation
cs performed by a stencil s as the cardinality of the constraint tiling map
times the number of floating point operations performed by a single stencil
evaluation.

cs = |Ts ∩ran S| · s.ops

vertical communication As discussed in Section 2.1.5, vertical
communication refers to the data movements between a parent stencil group
and its child stencils or stencil groups. We therefore analyze the number
of loads and stores performed by a child stencil or stencil group when
executed by a parent stencil group. We analyze the vertical communication
on a restricted domain that corresponds to the origin tile of the lowest tiling
hierarchy level.

In order to compute the number of loads performed by a stencil or stencil
group c, we count the elements in the constraint input map of c. More
precisely, we intersect the range with the origin tile selection set and project
out any dimension above the parent stencil group tiling hierarchy level l.
Due to the projection, the points in the resulting map describe all elements
loaded by the child stencil or stencil group not considering redundant
stencil evaluations on nested tiling hierarchy levels. Hence, we define the
number of loads rc performed by a child stencil or stencil group c as the
cardinality of the constraint and projected child input map.

rc = ∑
s∈c.in

|P ran
[0−nl](Ic[s] ∩ran S)|

Accordingly, we define the number of stores wc performed by a child stencil
or stencil group c as the cardinality of the constraint and projected child
output map.

wc = ∑
s∈c.out

|P ran
[0−nl](Oc[s] ∩ran S)|
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Finally, we define the total amount of vertical communication of a child
stencil or stencil group c as the sum of its loads and stores.

vc = rc + wc

lateral communication Lateral communication refers to the halo
exchange communication between neighboring tiles of the same tiling
hierarchy level. We therefore compute the lateral communication performed
by a stencil group as the difference between the amount of computed and
the amount of consumed temporary values, which corresponds to the
unsatisfied halo point dependencies between the children of the stencil
group. We analyze the lateral communication on a restricted domain that
corresponds to the origin tile of the lowest tiling hierarchy level.

We compute the amount of lateral communication necessary to update
the outputs of a child stencil or stencil group, as the difference of the
elements used by subsequent children and the elements written by the
child itself. We thus intersect the range of this difference with the origin
tile selection set and project out any dimensions above the parent stencil
group tiling hierarchy level l. Hence, we define the amount of halo points lc
communicated by a child stencil or stencil group c as the cardinality of the
difference between the projected and constraint partial input and output
maps.

lc = ∑
s∈c.out

|P ran
[0−nl]((Ip,c[s] \Oc[s]) ∩ran S)|

In case multiple nested tiling hierarchy levels employ halo exchange com-
munication, we possibly run lateral communication on all these levels. By
projecting out one level after the other, we assign the lateral communication
to the different levels of the tiling hierarchy. Thereby, we get the sum of
the lateral communication on the remaining tiling hierarchy levels not yet
projected out. By computing the difference of adjacent levels, we finally get
the lateral communication assigned to exactly one level.

storage requirements We analyze the feasibility of a stencil program
by computing an upper bound for the storage necessary in order to execute
a single tile on each level of the tiling hierarchy. We therefore analyze the
storage requirements on a restricted domain that corresponds to the origin
tile on all levels of the tiling hierarchy. In case the upper bound exceeds
the capacity of one memory hierarchy level, we say a stencil program is
infeasible.
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We compute the storage requirement of a stencil group as the amount of
storage necessary to evaluate the stencil group on a single tile. As shown
by Figure 2.4, we reserve storage for each input and temporary field used
during the evaluation of the stencil group. In contrast, output fields are
immediately written to storage managed outside of the stencil group. We
overestimate the storage requirement, for example, since the lifetime of
some fields might allow sharing a common buffer. We evaluate the storage
requirements using the input map intersected with the tile selection set S∗.
Furthermore, we project out any dimension above the parent stencil group
tiling hierarchy level l. Hence, we define the amount of storage mp required
by a parent stencil group p as the cardinality of the constraint and projected
input maps.

mp = ∑
c∈p.child

∑
s∈c.in

|P ran
[0−nl](Ip[s] ∩ran S∗)|

In order to determine the feasibility of a stencil program, we compare
the memory requirements of each stencil group to the available memory
capacity.

2.2 case study

We evaluate our approach using the real-world application COSMO. Its
dynamical core was recently rewritten using the STELLA [6] stencil library,
which exposes the possibility to manually fuse or split stencils on multiple
tiling hierarchy levels. In this case study we show how to automatically
tune STELLA programs.

2.2.1 STELLA

STELLA is a domain-specific embedded language for finite difference
methods that is designed to separate the stencil specification from the
hardware architecture specific implementation strategy. When executing a
stencil program STELLA uses two levels of parallelism: 1) coarse-grained
parallelization that decomposes the stencil evaluation domain into blocks
executed on different processing units and 2) fine-grained parallelization
that executes the individual blocks on a single processing unit possibly
using vectorization and hardware threads. STELLA supports stencil fusion
on three different tiling hierarchy levels. We can apply consecutive stencils
using a single loop over a block, using multiple separate loops over a block,
or using multiple separate loops over the full domain.
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Hierarchy Vertical Tile Size Strategy

1 DDR (256, 256, 64) of

2 L2 (8, 8, 64) of

Table 2.1: CPU tiling hierarchy

Hierarchy Vertical/Lateral Tile Size Strategy

1 GDDR/- (256, 256, 64) of

2 GDDR/- (64, 4, 64) of

3 Register/Register (∞, ∞, 1) hs

4 Register/Shared (1, 1, 1) hp

Table 2.2: GPU tiling hierarchy

At compile-time, STELLA generates target architecture specific loop
code using C++ template meta-programming. With two available backends,
STELLA can currently target CPU and GPU architectures using the OpenMP
and CUDA programming models, respectively. Thereby, STELLA employs
a fixed but platform specific tiling hierarchy, which we will model using
our stencil algebra.

We model the CPU backend of STELLA using the two tiling hierarchy
levels shown by Table 2.1. As discussed in Section 2.1.6, we compute all
stencil program performance characteristics for the origin tile of the base
tiling hierarchy level. Therefore, we introduce a first tiling hierarchy level
that represents the stencil program evaluation domain. A second tiling
hierarchy level models the coarse-grained parallelism of STELLA. Currently,
the CPU backend does not implement fine-grained parallelism. Hence, there
is no need to model the third tiling hierarchy level of STELLA.

We model the GPU backend of STELLA using the four tiling hierarchy
levels shown by Table 2.2. Just as in the case of the CPU backend, we
introduce two tiling hierarchy levels to model the stencil program evaluation
domain and the coarse-grained parallelism. We also add two additional
tiling hierarchy levels to represent the fine-grained parallelism. The GPU
backend allocates one thread per ij-position (tiling hierarchy level 4) that
iterates over all points in the k-dimension (tiling hierarchy level 3). The
different threads communicate via shared memory, while consecutive loop
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iterations executed by the same thread communicate via registers. Tile size
infinity indicates that there is no tiling in the corresponding dimension.

2.2.2 Stencil Program Optimization

When implementing a stencil program using STELLA, we have multiple
degrees of freedom. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, we can change the stencil
evaluation order and fuse or split the execution of successive stencils on
multiple levels of the tiling hierarchy. We therefore split the optimization
in two steps and apply different optimization methods: 1) we optimize the
stencil evaluation order using brute force search 2) we optimize the tiling
for a given stencil evaluation order using dynamic programming. During
our optimization we do not consider tile size choices, but rely on the tile
sizes that are used by COSMO and have proven robust for a wide range of
stencil programs and their implementation variants.

In order to optimize the stencil evaluation order, we enumerate all topo-
logical sorts of the stencil dependency graph using brute force search. In
general, a graph may have up to O(n!) valid topological orders. However,
due to its data dependency chains a typical stencil dependency graph has
less topological orders resulting in a much smaller search space.

In a second step, we search the optimal tiling given a stencil evaluation
order. Using a tiling hierarchy and an abstract machine model, we search for
a tiling with minimal estimated execution time and a storage requirement
that fits all levels of the memory hierarchy. We estimate execution time
and storage requirements using the analysis introduced in Section 2.1.6. In
order to enumerate the search space, we fuse all pairs of subsequent stencils
on all levels of the tiling hierarchy. Thereby, we assume the subsequent
stencils are executed by nested stencil groups that represent the full tiling
hierarchy. Given m tiling hierarchy levels and n stencils, up to m tiling
hierarchies can be split between each pair of neighboring stencils. Overall,
this means there are O(mn) ways to split the stencil program. Given the set
of stencil program implementation variants I and the functions t(x) and
ml(x) that estimate the execution time and the maximal storage requirement
at the level l of the tiling hierarchy, respectively, we define the following
optimization problem:

minimize
x∈I

t(x)

subject to ml(x) ≤ Ml l = 1, . . . , m
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Figure 2.7: Example kernel stencil dependency graphs

We can either solve the optimization problem using brute force search or
employ our dynamic programming approach reducing the search space
from O(mn) to O(mn4) elements. We can apply dynamic programming as
the problem has optimal substructure. In particular, we compute for each
tiling hierarchy level an n2 matrix that contains the optimal stencil group
executing a continuous subset of the stencil program. Thereby, one matrix
dimension corresponds to the start index and the other matrix dimension
to the stop index of the subset. We compute a matrix entry using a second
dynamic programming algorithm1 that constructs the optimal stencil group
using a combination of the previously computed optimal child stencil
groups. More precisely, we compute the optimum for a given start and stop
index either using the optimal child stencil group containing all stencils
or using a child stencil group containing all stencils from an intermediate
index to the stop index plus the recursively computed optimum from the
start index to the intermediate index. By increasing the intermediate index
step-by-step and storing partial solutions, we compute a single entry of our
n2 matrix using O(n2) steps.

2.3 evaluation

We evaluated our framework using three example kernels from the COSMO
atmospheric model. In addition to the horizontal diffusion kernel “hd”
introduced in Section 2.1.2, we use two kernels that are part of the most

1 Our nested dynamic programming step is not guaranteed to find the optimal solution. For all four example kernels discussed in Section 2.3,
exhaustive search based tests confirmed the optimality of the dynamic programming results for several stencil evaluation orders.
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Hierarchy Vertical (V) Memory (M)

1 26 GB/s ∞

2 768 GB/s 512 KB

Table 2.3: Intel Core i5-3330

Hierarchy Vertical (V) Lateral (L) Memory (M)

1 208 GB/s - ∞

2 208 GB/s - ∞

3 ∞ 1174 GB/s 4096 Registers

4 ∞ ∞ 32 Registers

Table 2.4: Nvidia Tesla K20c

time-consuming component in COSMO, the sound wave forward integra-
tion. More precisely, the “uv” kernel updates the horizontal wind velocity
components by computing the horizontal pressure gradient, whereas the
“div” kernel computes the divergence of the three-dimensional wind field.
Figure 2.7 illustrates all kernels used during the evaluation including a
combination of the “uv” and “div” kernels.

We perform our experiments using adapted standalone kernels: 1) we
replace divisions by multiplications to increase the numerical stability on
random input data and 2) we replace one-dimensional constant fields by
scalar constants as our framework does only support n-dimensional fields.
We implement for each kernel three different variants: 1) “no fusion” refers
to a naive implementation without loop fusion, 2) “hand-tuned” refers to
a manually tuned implementation as used in production by COSMO, and
3) “optimized” refers to an automatically tuned version using modesto.
All kernel variants are written using STELLA and therefore are parallel
and employ tiling. Similar to the production configuration, we run our
experiments using a (256, 256, 64) point domain that provides sufficient
parallelism to fully utilize the hardware.

We measure the performance of our example kernels using two target
architectures: 1) an Intel Core i5-3330 CPU with a dual channel DDR3-1600

memory interface and 2) a Nvidia Tesla K20c GPU. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4
define the machine model of the target architectures for the STELLA tiling
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of measured and estimated execution time

hierarchy discussed in Section 2.2.1. We thereby use the peak bandwidth
of the individual memory hierarchy levels except for the register file and
the shared memory used to buffer lateral communication. Since every
lateral communication triggers a write and a read operation, we divide
the peak bandwidth of these memories by two. We also underestimate the
capacity of the GPU register file since it is not uniquely used to buffer
lateral communication. We finally set the peak performance C of the target
architectures to 48 Gflops and 585 Gflops, respectively (without fused
multiply-add).

To evaluate the accuracy of our performance model, we compare the
measured execution time of our example kernels to the modeled execu-
tion time. Figure 2.8 shows the accuracy of the model for both target
architectures. Using linear regression, we fit trend lines that show a close
correlation of modeled and measured performance. Hence, the relative per-
formance of modeled and measured execution times for different kernels
are in accordance, which is of key importance for our approach. However,
we consistently overestimate the absolute performance as the kernels can
not leverage the peak performance of both target architectures. Our per-
formance model shows that our kernels are heavily memory bandwidth
limited. Consequently, the correlation factors of 1.5x respectively 1.6x can
be attributed to the fact that the kernels attain only a fraction of the peak
main memory bandwidth.

Figure 2.9 shows the speedup of hand-tuned and automatically tuned
implementation variants for both target architectures. As discussed in
Section 2.2.2, modesto optimizes topological order and stencil fusion.
Overall, modesto achieves the same or better performance compared to
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Figure 2.9: Speedup of hand-tuned and optimized kernels

the hand-tuned kernels used by COSMO. Starting from a naive STELLA
implementation, we are able to improve the performance by a factor 2.0x–
3.1x. The first three experiments achieve optimal performance by fusing
all stencils on the highest level of the tiling hierarchy. In contrast, for the
last experiment fusing all stencils exceeds the memory capacity. Hence,
the optimization splits the stencils in two separate groups. To verify this
decision, we implemented an additional variant of the last experiment that
fuses all stencils. On CPU and GPU fusing all stencils results in a 10% and
8% performance reduction, respectively.

2.4 related work

Optimal and close-to-optimal stencil arrangements have been investigated
for several decades. Many approaches rely on empirical methods to derive
efficient implementations. Datta et al. [50] optimize an example stencil for
a wide range of hardware architectures using autotuning. Patus [22] is a
DSL autotuning framework for single stencil computations on multi-core
CPUs and single GPUs. Zhang et al. [51] present an iterative compilation
approach for single stencil computations on single and multi GPU systems
which focuses on deriving optimal block sizes.

Overtile [9] is a DSL code generator for iterative stencils that uses overlap
tiling to generate efficient GPU code also relying on iterative compilation.
There is also a cache-oblivious tiling strategy for iterative stencil com-
putations [45] for which the number of expected cache misses has been
analytically computed and empirically evaluated for single CPU systems
and one caching level.
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For stencil graphs, there is Halide [12], a DSL based approach focused
on image processing. Halide uses again compilation based autotuning to
choose stencil program implementation variants considering a set of tiling
strategies and further optimizations. PolyMage [13] is an image processing
DSL that guides the optimization using a model-driven heuristic. Basu et
al. [44] perform loop fusion, overlapped tiling and wave front execution
for optimizing a geometric multigrid stencil graph. They do not consider
hierarchical tiling and do not use any analytical model. Olschanowsky et
al. [46] optimize an iterative, but multi-kernel stencil computation resulting
from solving partial differential equations and study different inter-loop
optimizations using empirically evaluation on multi-core CPUs.

There has also been work that discusses analytical performance models.
There is work not limited to stencil computations that provides lower
bounds for tile sizes selection [52]. Renganarayana et al. [53] use geometric
optimization to model tiling and related problems on one and multiple
levels and to derive optimal tile sizes. Zhou et al. [8] present work on
hierarchical overlapped tiling and optimize OpenCL programs for multi-
core CPUs. They provide basic performance models for the number of
stencils to fuse into one tile focusing on (possibly unrolled) kernels that
process only one stencil repeatedly and do not consider varying tiling and
fusion strategies. Finally, Wahib et al. [35] take arbitrary stencil graphs from
larger scientific applications and present an analytical performance model
for choosing an optimal execution strategy. Even though closely related,
they limit themselves to kernel fusion using computation on-the-fly only
considering shared memory and apply their work on NVIDIA GPUs only.

2.5 summary of the approach

With modesto we have presented an approach for modeling and auto-
matically selecting efficient implementation strategies for stencil programs.
Focusing not only on single, possibly iterative applications of stencils, but
on directed acyclic graphs of stencils we consider the effects of three dif-
ferent tiling strategies in combination with different fusion choices, all
applied on possibly multiple hierarchy levels. We model the effects of these
implementation strategies on the use of both lateral and vertical memory
bandwidth, and estimate the cost of possibly redundant computation by
using a analytical model that allows to predict the amount of data transfer
and computation for a given stencil program implementation variant. In
combination with a given CPU or GPU model we estimate the relative
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performance of the different implementation variants and show using a
combination of exhaustive search and dynamic programming how to choose
the best implementation variant.

We evaluated modesto by means of the STELLA stencil library that
implements different stencil program transformations for CPU and GPU
architectures. In particular, we successfully model the tiling hierarchy of
STELLA and automatically tune kernels of the COSMO atmospheric model.
We thereby achieve speedups of 2.0–3.1x against naive and speedups of
1.0–1.8x against expert-tuned implementation variants.
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A L E A R N E D P E R F O R M A N C E M O D E L

The cost of data movement in terms of energy and time has long exceeded
the cost of computation. Thus, data locality recently became the most im-
portant optimization target for performance engineers [7]. Today, most
programmers either rely on the compilation toolchain or manually optimize
data locality by tiling and fusing loops. Manual loop optimizations are
tedious and require a high porting effort to exploit different architectures
efficiently because tiling and fusion parameters need to be adjusted for each
target system. Various frameworks such as Halide [12] and Polymage [13] fo-
cus their tuning on this parameter selection, but they either apply heuristics
or optimize tiling and fusion separately to control the exponential search
space. However, fusion and tiling are inherently linked—for optimizing one,
one needs to assume a specific configuration for the other. For example,
the optimal tile size depends on the memory footprint of the loop, which
changes with fusion. This missing modularity of the problem requires us to
consider tiling and fusion in tandem.

Stencil computations on regular grids are ubiquitous in scientific com-
puting applications such as climate modeling [16], seismic imaging [42],
and electromagnetic simulations [43]. In this work, we use the COSMO
atmospheric model [16], which is used in operational weather forecasting
in most of Europe [17] as well as in large-scale climate modeling [18], as a
motivating example. The 300, 000 lines of code contain more than 16, 000
loops, most of which implement single stencils. These stencils logically
form complex producer-consumer relationships, called stencil programs [1].
We select three representative COSMO stencil programs to evaluate the
effectiveness of our approach. Due to the very low arithmetic intensity
of every single stencil, tiling and fusion are crucial for achieving good
performance for stencil programs.

We show an example in Figure 3.1—COSMO’s fastwaves stencil program
which implements parts of the sound wave forward integration. The di-
rected graphs show the data-flow (edges) between the stencils (nodes) of
the fastwaves program. Our optimization framework, absinthe, uses an
automatically learned performance model to guide the program optimiza-
tion. The figure plots the model prediction versus the measured execution

37
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Figure 3.1: absinthe optimization example

time for the tile size (annotated) and fusion (shaded shapes) choices of
absinthe compared to auto-tuning and an unfused tiled implementation.

absinthe consists of three main pieces: (1) a model learner, (2) an opti-
mizer, and (3) a code generator. The model learner generates a performance
model specific to each target architecture. The optimizer derives an integer
linear program encoding the structure of the stencil program and the per-
formance model to tune tiling and fusion together. The code generator then
emits an implementation with the optimal tiling and fusion parameters
returned by the integer linear programming solver. In this way, absinthe

combines automated model learning with integer linear programming to
control the exponential search space and to automatically find the best
configuration for each target architecture.

In summary, we make the following key contributions:

• A linear formulation of parametric tiling for bound tile sizes (assumed
to be non-linear in general).

• A linear performance model that learns the target system characteris-
tics and enables the use of integer linear programming to explore the
search space.
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• A single holistic optimization problem which applies the linear perfor-
mance model to derive optimal fusion and tile size selection choices
for stencil codes.

3.1 background

The execution of stencils in succession provides plenty of opportunities for
data locality improvements.

3.1.1 Architecture Overview

absinthe lowers stencil programs written in a high-level domain-specific
language (DSL) to efficient C++ code. An automatically learned perfor-
mance model drives the selection of target system-specific code transforma-
tions. Figure 3.2 shows the interplay of the absinthe components.

The model learner (1) runs once for every target system to learn the model
parameters. The optimizer (2) combines the model parameters with the
memory access patterns of the stencil program to instantiate a target-specific
performance model. An integer linear programming (ILP) solver searches
the optimal data-locality transformations with respect to the performance
model. The code generator (2) applies the optimal data-locality transforma-
tions to the high-level stencil program representation and generates tuned
C++ code.

absinthe targets three-dimensional stencil programs and optimizes
them to utilize all processors of the target system, assuming exclusive
system access. Our implementation has the following limitations: 1) we
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1 for(int x=xbeg; x<=xend; ++x)

2 for(int y=ybeg; y<=yend; ++y)

3 for(int z=zbeg; z<=zend; ++z)

4 s0(x,y,z) = 0.5 * (i0(x+1,y,z) + i0(x,y,z));

5 for(int x=xbeg; x<=xend; ++x)

6 for(int y=ybeg; y<=yend; ++y)

7 for(int z=zbeg; z<=zend; ++z)

8 s1(x,y,z) = i1(x,y,z) * (s0(x,y+1,z) - s0(x,y-1,z));

Figure 3.3: Example stencil sequence with length N = 2

support only three-dimensional arrays, 2) we do not optimize the boundary
conditions, and 3) we tile the codes only for one memory hierarchy level.

3.1.2 Stencil Sequences

A stencil is an element-wise computation with a position independent access
pattern. Every stencil evaluation accesses the input arrays at fixed offsets
relative to the updated output array element. We assume that every stencil
writes a single array. We apply stencils to all array elements except for a
constant width halo at the array boundary which prevents out-of-bounds
accesses.

A stencil sequence is a program formed of several subsequent stencil
applications. Figure 3.3 shows an example stencil sequence with length N =
2. The short example sequence allows us to illustrate our approach with
less complexity compared to the fastwaves kernel introduced in Figure 3.1.

3.1.3 Data-Locality Transformations

absinthe combines rectangular tiling with redundant computation at
the tile boundaries to satisfy the data dependencies of fused stencils. This
overlapped tiling [8] enables major performance improvements. The tuned
fastwaves kernel shown by Figure 3.1 executes 1.5× faster compared to the
unfused tiled implementation variant.

Loop tiling decomposes the domain into hyper-rectangular tiles of equal
size. To increase the data-locality, we evaluate the stencil on the entire
tile before proceeding with the next one. We thus introduce an additional
outermost loop that iterates over all tiles. To support arbitrary domain sizes,
we cut the tiles at the domain boundary.
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target system
STENCILS = {
  S0 : 
    0.5 * (
    i0(x+1,y,z) + 
    i0(x,y,z))
  S1 : 
    i1(x,y,z) * (
    s0(x,y+1,z) +
    s0(x,y-1,z))
}
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Figure 3.4: absinthe ILP parameters and components

Loop fusion replaces the tile loops of consecutive stencils with a single
tile loop that evaluates one stencil after another before proceeding with the
next tile. After fusion, the data dependencies of producer-consumer stencils
cross the tile boundaries. To enable the parallel tile execution, we extend the
loop bounds of the producer stencils to perform redundant computation at
the tile boundaries which satisfies all data dependencies locally.

The combination of fusion and tiling effectively increases the spatial and
temporal locality for stencils with overlapping working sets. The code gener-
ator introduces one tile loop for every group of fused stencils and allocates
temporary storage to buffer intra-tile data dependencies with minimal
memory footprint.

3.2 modeling

The optimizer automatically instantiates an integer linear program (ILP) to
find good data-locality transformations. Figure 3.4 shows the main compo-
nents of the ILP: the parameters component captures the stencil sequence
and target system properties that provide the basis for the optimization, the
data-locality transformations component defines the optimization variables
that span the space of possible transformations, and the performance model
component estimates the execution time for the selected code transforma-
tions. At optimization time, the ILP solver searches the code transformations
with minimal estimated execution time.

We present the ILP for three-dimensional stencils, but the formulation
generalizes to stencils with different dimensionality. If not mentioned oth-
erwise, the variables are positive and integer-valued, while lowercase and
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constants

N number of stencils in the stencil sequence

Dx, Dy, Dz domain sizes

Hx, Hy, Hz halo widths

T number of processors

C cache capacity

P f , B f fast memory peel & body parameters

Pb, Bb slow memory peel & body base parameters

Pv, Bv slow memory peel & body variable parameters

variables

gi group index

nx
i , n

y
i , nz

i tile counts

p
f
i , b

f
i fast memory peel & body cost

pb
i , bb

i slow memory peel & body base cost

pv
i , bv

i slow memory peel & body variable cost

ex+
i , e

y+
i , ez+

i evaluation boundary widths (positive axis direction)

ex−
i , e

y−
i , ez−

i evaluation boundary widths (negative axis direction)

Table 3.1: Important constants and variables
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uppercase identifiers distinguish optimization variables and constants, re-
spectively. Table 3.1 lists important constants and variables.

3.2.1 Stencil Sequences

The optimizer requires an analysis of the stencil access patterns to instantiate
the ILP shown by Figure 3.4. The access patterns provide the basis to
compute the data-flow and to estimate the performance of the stencil
sequence.

We use positive indexes to number the stencils in execution order and
negative indexes to identify the input arrays. For example, the indexes [0, 1]
refer to the stencils [s0, s1] and the indexes [−1,−2] to the input arrays
[i0, i1] of the example stencil sequence shown by Figure 3.3. The stencil
indexes also map one-to-one to the output arrays since every stencil writes
precisely one output. The resulting index space thus uniquely identifies the
input and output arrays of the stencil sequence.

To specify the data access patterns, we define for every stencil i the
access set Ai holding (index, offset) tuples that define the array and the
three-dimensional relative offset of every input element access. The access
sets

A0 = {(−1, (1, 0, 0)), (−1, (0, 0, 0))},

A1 = {(−2, (0, 0, 0)), (0, (0, 1, 0)), (0, (0,−1, 0))}

include all accesses of the example stencils. We also compute minimal
bounding boxes that contain all access offsets. To represent the bounding
boxes, we define for every stencil i and dimension d the bounds set Bd

i
holding (index, range) tuples that specify the array and the minimal and
maximal access offset along the dimension. The bounds sets

Bx
0 = {(−1, (0, 1))}, B

y
1 = {(−2, (0, 0)), (0, (−1, 1))}

contain all accesses of the example stencils along the selected dimensions.
To execute the stencil sequence, we define for every dimension d the

constant domain size Dd and the constant halo width Hd along the dimen-
sion. The domain sizes determine the stencil loop bounds, while the halo
sizes together with the domain sizes specify the array allocation size. For
example, we may execute the example stencils on the domain

Dx = 64, Dy = 64, Dz = 60
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and select the halo widths

Hx = 1, Hy = 1, Hz = 0

to accommodate the transitive stencil access offsets, which results in the
array allocation size 66× 66× 60.

3.2.2 Data-Locality Transformations

The optimizer also defines the optimization variables that span the space of
possible data-locality transformations and introduces constraints to exclude
solutions that suffer from load imbalance or exceed the cache capacity.

To model loop tiling, we select for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) and every

dimension d the tile count nd
i along the dimension from the range

[

1, Dd
]

.

For example, the tile counts

nx
0 = 2, n

y
0 = 2, nz

0 = 2

split the domain of the first stencil in the example stencil sequence into two
tiles along every dimension.

To model loop fusion, we select for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) the group index
gi and fuse stencils with the same group index. We set the group index of
the first stencil to zero and increment the group index with every additional
group along the stencil sequence. For every stencil, we thus have the choice
to retain or increment the group index of the preceding stencil, which spans
an exponential search space in the number of stencils. For example, the
group index tuples

(g0, g1) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1)}

enumerate all possible group assignments for the example stencil sequence.
The group indexes g0 = 0, g1 = 0 assign the stencils to the same group to
model fusion while the group indexes g0 = 0, g1 = 1 assign the stencils
to different groups that execute consecutively. To quantify the redundant
computation, we also extend for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) and for every
dimension d the tile size with the evaluation boundary widths ed+

i and ed−
i

along both directions. For example, the evaluation boundary widths

e
y+
0 = 1, e

y−
0 = 1

extend the tile size of the first stencil to satisfy all data dependencies of the
example stencil sequence locally. We define the tile sizes for every stencil,
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but the stencils of each group share the same tile loop and tile size. We
thus enforce tile count equality for succeeding stencils with the same group
index.

To guarantee data-locality, we exclude tile sizes that exceed the cache
capacity C (L2 cache). To estimate the cache utilization, we multiply for
every stencil group the tile size with the number of accessed arrays. This
approximation optimistically models a fully associative cache with a least
recently used cache replacement policy and does not consider the accesses
at the tile boundaries. We thus enforce the cache utilization for a single tile
to be lower than one-third of the cache capacity. This choice compensates
for our optimistic cache modeling and ensures that not only the current but
also the next and the previous tile executed by the same processor mostly
fit the cache. As a result, the data-locality improves since the overlapping
boundaries of consecutive tiles stay in cache.

To guarantee parallel efficiency, we enforce a total number of tiles within
5% of an integer multiple of the number of processors T and for every
dimension a tile count within 2% of an integer multiple of the domain size.

3.2.3 Performance Model

The optimizer finally instantiates the performance model based on the stencil
sequence and target system parameters shown by Figure 3.4.

The performance model distinguishes two cost components: (1) the peel
cost models the latency and (2) the body cost models the throughput of the
innermost loop executions. In other words, the peel cost accounts for loop
startup overheads – examples are the over fetch at the loop boundaries
or the execution of scalar peel loops – while the body cost models the
steady-state of the loop execution. For both components, we model the
memory accesses for two memory hierarchy levels: (1) the fast memory (L2

cache) and (2) the slow memory (L3 cache or DDR memory). For every data
element, we assume the slow memory handles the first and the fast memory
all subsequent accesses during the tile execution. To estimate the execution
time, the performance model multiplies the number of memory accesses
with the learned model parameters.

The loop startup overheads make long tiles along the innermost loop
dimension more efficient. To model this effect, we distinguish the peel cost
proportional to the number of innermost loop executions (peel domain)
and the body cost proportional to the number of innermost loop iterations
(body domain). This separation allows us to assign a higher cost to memory
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the peel and body domain computation for domain

size 8× 8 split into 2× 2 tiles with boundary width one along the
positive axis directions.

accesses executed during the loop startup. The two cost components and
the goal to employ efficient integer linear programming solvers result in
linear cost functions of the form Px + By that sum the peel cost Px and the
body cost By. The variables x and y denote the number of memory accesses
for the peel and body domains, respectively. The learned model parameters
P and B convert the memory accesses to execution times. Section 3.2.4
details how the model learner determines the model parameters.

The performance model combines multiple cost functions to estimate
the stencil sequence execution time. To define the cost functions, we next
introduce the peel and body functions that compute the weighted size of
the peel and body domains, respectively. Figure 3.5 shows the computation
of the peel domain (left) and the body domain (right) for a simplified two-
dimensional domain (middle) with all weights set to one. The peel domain
counts the blue points (squares) while the body domain counts all points
(squares and circles). The peel and body functions extend this computation
with additional terms and factors to model our three-dimensional domain
and parametric weights.

peel function The peel cost is proportional to the number of innermost
loop executions. Without loss of generality, we assume the innermost loops
execute along the x-dimension, which means the number of innermost loop
executions corresponds to the size of the tiles projected to the yz-plane.

The product DyDz of the domain sizes is equal to the sum of the tile
domains and the products Dzn

y
i and Dynz

i of the tile counts with the
perpendicular domain size approximate the tile boundaries. To sum the
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tiles along the innermost loop dimension, we multiply the terms with the
tile count along the x-dimension. This approximation is exact except for the
tile corners. To evaluate the peel cost, we define for every stencil i ∈ [0, N)
the peel function

f
p
i (w, wy, wz) = nx

i (DyDzw + Dzn
y
i wy + Dynz

i wz)

which scales the inner domain and the boundary terms with the inner
weight w and the boundary weights wy and wz, respectively. For example,
we set the inner weight to one and the boundary weights to the evaluation
boundary widths to count the innermost loop executions.

body function The body cost is proportional to the number of inner-
most loop iterations scaled with cost function-specific weights. The number
of innermost loop iterations is equal to the sum of the tile volumes. To
compute the volume of the overlapping tiles, we add the product DxDyDz

of the domain sizes to the tile counts multiplied with the perpendicular
domain sizes. This approximation again includes the tile domains and the
tile boundaries without the tile corners. To evaluate the body cost, we define
for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) the body function

f b
i (w, wx, wy, wz) = DxDyDzw+DyDznx

i wx+

DxDzn
y
i wy+DxDynz

i wz

which scales the inner domain and the boundary terms with the inner
weight w and the boundary weights wx, wy, and wz, respectively. For
example, we set the inner weight to one and the boundary weights to the
evaluation boundary widths to count the innermost loop iterations.

The peel and body functions next allow us to define the cost functions
for the two memory hierarchy levels.

fast memory The fast memory model counts the memory accesses to
estimate the stencil execution time. We assume that every evaluation of the
stencil i loads the entire access set Ai and stores the result. The stencil i thus
performs 1 + |Ai| memory accesses per evaluation. To count the memory
accesses, we set for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) the weight

ci = 1 + |Ai|

to the number of memory accesses per stencil evaluation and for every
dimension d the boundary weight

cd
i = (1 + |Ai|)(e

d−
i + ed+

i )
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to the number of memory accesses per stencil evaluation scaled with the
evaluation boundary widths. The multiplication reflects that the stencils are
evaluated at every evaluation boundary line. We then set for every stencil

i ∈ [0, N) the peel cost p
f
i and the body cost b

f
i of the fast memory model to

the products

p
f
i = P f f

p
i (ci, c

y
i , cz

i ), b
f
i = B f f b

i (ci, cx
i , c

y
i , cz

i )

which evaluate the peel and body functions to obtain the number of memory
accesses for the peel and body domains, respectively. The learned model
parameters P f and B f convert the memory accesses to execution times.

slow memory The slow memory model determines the communica-
tion volume to estimate the execution time. We observe that the memory
throughput improves with the number of parallel access streams. To model
this behavior, we sum two cost functions that estimate the base cost and the
variable cost with respect to the number of access streams. We assume that
every stencil group loads and stores an array only once. Repeated accesses
of the same array hit the fast memory and are not relevant for the slow
memory model.

We compute the slow memory loads and stores based on the group
indexes. A stencil only loads an array from slow memory if the group index
of the stencil that accessed the array last differs. Otherwise, the array was
already loaded to the fast memory. A stencil only stores an array to slow
memory if the group index of the last stencil that accesses the array differs.
Otherwise, the array is not used outside of the stencil group, and storing to
slow memory is not necessary.

To estimate the base cost, we set for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) the weight mi

to one if the stencil loads or stores at least one array and to zero otherwise.
We also set for every dimension d the boundary weight

md
i = mi(e

d−
i + ed+

i )

to the weight times the evaluation boundary widths. We then set for every
stencil i ∈ [0, N) the peel cost pb

i and the body cost bb
i of the base cost to the

products

pb
i = Pb f

p
i (mi, m

y
i , mz

i ), bb
i = Bb f b

i (mi, mx
i , m

y
i , mz

i )

which evaluate the peel and body functions to obtain the number of stencil
evaluations that access at least one array for the peel and body domains,
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respectively. The learned model parameters Pb and Bb convert the stencil
evaluations to execution times.

To estimate the variable cost, we set for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) the weight
si to the number of accessed arrays and for every dimension d the boundary
weights sd

i to the sum of the array access boundary widths along the
dimension. We consider only arrays and boundary lines that have not been
accessed by a preceding stencil of the same stencil group. To compute access
boundary widths, we extend for every data dependency (j, (B−, B+)) ∈ Bd

i
the evaluation boundary widths with the access bounds B− and B+. We
then set for every stencil i ∈ [0, N) the peel cost pv

i and the body cost bv
i of

the variable cost to the products

pv
i = Pv f

p
i (si, s

y
i , sz

i ), bv
i = Bv f b

i (si, sx
i , s

y
i , sz

i )

which evaluate the peel and body functions to obtain the number of access
streams for the peel and body domains, respectively. The learned model
parameters Pv and Bv convert the access streams to execution times.

The slow memory model finally sums the base cost and the variable cost to
estimate the execution time.

To estimate the overall stencil execution time, we assume that the fast
memory and the slow memory accesses overlap. We thus compute for every
stencil the maximum peel cost and the maximum body cost of the two memory
hierarchy levels. The sum

∑
N−1
i=0 max(p

f
i , pb

i + pv
i ) + max(b f

i , bb
i + bv

i )

accumulates the individual stencil execution times to obtain the execution
time of the entire stencil sequence. The term

∑
N−1
i=0 2 · 3(Bb + Bv)nx

i n
y
i nz

i

emulates the slow memory access cost to load the two precomputed tile
loop bounds for all three dimensions to account for the tile execution
overheads. We include this term in the estimated execution time to favor
implementation variants with fewer tiles. Together, the estimated execution
time and the tile execution overheads define the objective function of the
integer linear program.

3.2.4 Learning the Performance Model

The model learner adapts the performance model parameters to the perfor-
mance characteristics of the target system. To learn the parameters, we
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implemented training stencils that either stress the slow or the fast memory
and measure their execution time for different tile sizes. We then compute
the model parameters using least absolute deviations (LAD) [54] regression,
which compared to least squares regression has better outlier robustness.

As the performance depends on the tile shape, we benchmark the training
stencils with tile sizes ranging from 10 to 80 elements along the x-dimension
and from 1 to 55 elements along the other dimensions. We exclude tiles
with a volume below 500 or above 2000 elements to ensure that the tiles fit
the fast memory (L2 cache). In total, we run 103 tile size configurations.

When learning the fast memory model, the fast memory accesses have to
dominate the execution times of the training stencils. We used three training
stencils that access 12, 16, and 20 array positions. We always connect nine
identical stencils that access the same input array to one training sequence.
The repeated accesses of the same input array guarantee that the fast
memory accesses dominate the execution time.

We benchmark the three training sequences for all tile size configurations.
For every run r ∈ [0, R), we collect the measured execution time tr and
compute the number of fast memory accesses xr and yr for the peel and
body domain, respectively. The LAD regression

(P f , B f ) = argmin
(P,B)∈R2

∑r∈[0,R) |(Pxr + Byr)− tr|

then selects the fast memory model parameters P f and B f that minimize the
L1-norm of the prediction error.

When learning the slow memory model, the slow memory accesses have to
dominate the execution times. We used nine training stencils that access 1, 2,
or 3 input arrays with access boundary width 0, 1, or 2. The stencils access
the input arrays at three diagonal offsets to avoid unnecessary fast memory
accesses. We always connect nine identical stencils that access different input
and output arrays to one training sequence. The many loaded and stored
arrays guarantee that the slow memory accesses dominate the execution
time.

We benchmark the nine training sequences for all tile size configurations.
For every run r ∈ [0, R), we collect the measured execution time tr. To learn
the base cost, we compute the number of stencil evaluations xr and yr that
perform slow memory accesses for the peel and body domain, respectively.
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To learn the variable cost, we compute the number of slow memory accesses
ur and vr for the peel and body domain, respectively. The LAD regression

(Pb, Bb, Pv, Bv) = argmin
(P′ ,B′ ,P′′ ,B′′)∈R4

∑r∈[0,R) |(P′xr+

B′yr + P′′ur+B′′vr)− tr|

then selects the slow memory model parameters Pb, Bb, Pv, and Bv that
minimize the L1-norm of the prediction error.

All training sequences are synthetic and differ from the application
kernels tuned in Section 3.4.4.

3.3 optimization

The number of possible data-locality transformations defined in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 makes the manual tuning of stencil programs difficult. To automate
the process, we could exhaustively search for the optimal data-locality
transformations according to the performance model introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2.3. However, for stencil sequences of length N the search space
contains O(2N NDxDyDz) implementation variants which decompose into
2N fusion choices multiplied with up to N stencil groups and DxDyDz

tile size choices. This large search space motivates advanced optimization
methods.

To explore the search space, we rely on the well established mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) approach, which finds or approximates
the optimal solution within some predefined objective function gap. The
optimizer translates the performance model and the space of data-locality
transformations to an MILP that defines the optimization problem. We
next detail the automatic translation of the performance model to linear
constraints.

3.3.1 Linearizing Multiplications

The performance model multiplies the tile count variables with other vari-
ables. Linear programs cannot directly express the product of two integer
variables. An implementation trick [55] nevertheless allows us to multiply
two variables x and y with known upper bounds X and Y.
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We first observe that the product of the binary variable b and the variable
x with known upper bound X translates to three constraints. The constraint
0 ≤ p ≤ x limits the product p to the range [0, x], while the constraints

p− Xb ≤ 0 and p− x− Xb ≥ −X

force the product to zero if b is zero and to x otherwise.
To express the product of two variables x and y with the known upper

bounds X and Y, we next encode the variable y with the sum

y = ∑
⌊log2(Y)⌋
i=0 2iyi

where the binary variables yi represent the digits of y. Then the product
p = xy corresponds to the sum

p = ∑
⌊log2(Y)⌋
i=0 2ixyi

of the binary products xyi scaled with the power of two associated with
the respective digit. All binary products are translated to the constraints
introduced before.

The optimizer implements the performance model by introducing binary
representations for all tile count variables and lowers the products as shown
above. This solution works since we know that for every dimension d the
range [1, Dd] limits the tile count variables.

3.3.2 Modeling Stencil Groups

The number of stencil groups is an optimization variable not known dur-
ing the generation of the optimization problem. Allocating one variable
per stencil group to store group properties such as the tile count is thus
not possible. Instead, we model stencil group properties with the help of
stencil specific variables. At optimization time, the group index variables
of Section 3.2.2 allow us to compute stencil group properties and to assign
them to all stencil specific variables of the group.

The group indexes increase monotonically along the stencil sequence.
The constraint g0 = 0 sets the group index of the first stencil to zero. To
limit the remaining group indexes, we define for every stencil i ∈ [0, N − 1)
the constraint

0 ≤ gi+1 − gi ≤ 1,

which sets the group index difference of succeeding stencils to zero or one
for fusion and no fusion, respectively.
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1 STENCILS = {

2 "s0":"auto res = 0.5*(i0(x+1,y,z)+i0(x,y,z));",

3 "s1":"auto res = i1(x,y,z)*(s0(x,y+1,z)+s0(x,y-1,z));"}

Figure 3.6: absinthe version of the example stencil sequence

With the help of the group indexes, we define constraints that apply to
the stencil groups. For example, the tile counts have to be equal within the
stencil group. To enforce equality, we define for every stencil i ∈ [0, N − 1)
and for every dimension d the constraints

nd
i+1 − nd

i + Dd(gi+1 − gi) ≥ 0,

nd
i+1 − nd

i − Dd(gi+1 − gi) ≤ 0

which limit the tile count difference to zero if the stencils have the same
group index. Otherwise, the group index difference gi+1 − gi is positive
since the indexes increase along the stencil sequence. Then the group index
difference multiplied with the upper bound Dd for the tile count difference
nd

i+1 − nd
i disables the constraints for all possible tile count assignments.

The upper bound follows from the observation that the tile counts range
from one to the domain size Dd.

The optimizer uses the group index variables to model the tile counts, the
cache utilization, and the number of slow memory accesses.

3.4 evaluation

To validate our approach, we learn the performance model for three tar-
get systems and compare application kernels tuned with absinthe to
heuristically tuned, hand-tuned, and auto-tuned implementation variants.

3.4.1 Setup & Methodology

The target systems feature Xeon E5-2695 v4, Xeon Phi 7210, and Power8NVL
sockets. We configure the Xeon Phi sockets with two NUMA domains,
each of them with 32 processors and three DDR channels, and run the
experiments on one of the two NUMA domains. We optimize the linear
programs with CPLEX 12.6.3 and compile the generated C++ codes with
GCC 5.3 on the Xeon and Xeon Phi systems and with GCC 5.4 on the Power
system.
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1 #pragma omp parallel for schedule(static)

2 for(int idx = 0; idx < 1 * 3 * 12; ++idx) {

3 // views of the input and output arrays

4 loop_info l = _tiles_group0[idx];

5 array_view_3d i1(&__i1(l.xbeg, l.ybeg, l.zbeg));

6 array_view_3d i0(&__i0(l.xbeg, l.ybeg, l.zbeg));

7 array_view_3d s1(&__s1(l.xbeg, l.ybeg, l.zbeg));

8 // stack allocated temporary arrays

9 tarray0_3d ___s0;

10 tarray0_view_3d s0(&___s0(HX, HY, HZ));

11

12 { // apply s0 stencil

13 int xbeg = _loops_s0[idx].xbeg;

14 int xend = _loops_s0[idx].xend;

15 int ybeg = _loops_s0[idx] ybeg;

16 int yend = _loops_s0[idx].yend;

17 int zbeg = _loops_s0[idx].zbeg;

18 int zend = _loops_s0[idx].zend;

19 for(int z = zbeg; z < zend; ++z)

20 for(int y = ybeg; y < yend; ++y)

21 #pragma omp simd

22 for(int x = xbeg; x < xend; ++x) {

23 auto res = 0.5 (i0(x+1,y,z) + i0(x,y,z));

24 s0(x,y,z) = res;

25 }}

26

27 { // apply s1 stencil

28 int xbeg = _loops_s1[idx].xbeg;

29 int xend = _loops_s1[idx].xend;

30 int ybeg = _loops_s1[idx] ybeg;

31 int yend = _loops_s1[idx].yend;

32 int zbeg = _loops_s1[idx].zbeg;

33 int zend = _loops_s1[idx].zend;

34 for(int z = zbeg; z < zend; ++z)

35 for(int y = ybeg; y < yend; ++y)

36 #pragma omp simd

37 for(int x = xbeg; x < xend; ++x) {

38 auto res = i1(x,y,z) * (s0(x,y+1,z) + s0(x,y-1,z));

39 s1(x,y,z) = res;

40 }}

41 }

Figure 3.7: Optimized code for the example stencil sequence
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To perform the experiments, we set the domain size to 64 × 64 × 60
elements with 3× 3× 3 halo elements similar to the COSMO [16] produc-
tion configuration. All experiments are performed using double-precision
floating-point numbers.

We set the number of processors to the available cores T = 18, T = 32,
and T = 10 for the Xeon, Xeon Phi, and Power systems, respectively.

To measure the execution time, we repeat every experiment 64 times and
discard the first 16 measurements to warmup the memory hierarchy. Before
every run, except when learning the fast memory model, we flush the L1

and L2 caches with dummy data. As we assume exclusive system access,
we run one thread per processor. We time only the stencil executions, which
excludes the initialization logic and the boundary conditions. All plots
show median values and nonparametric 95% confidence intervals [56] to
visualize the distribution of the measurements.

3.4.2 Implementation

absinthe provides a high-level stencil DSL to implement stencil programs.
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the DSL version and the generated code
for the example stencil sequence introduced in Section 3.1.2, respectively.
absinthe parses the DSL to extract the accesses patterns. Based on this
analysis, the optimizer derives the integer linear program and determines
the optimal solution using the CPLEX solver [38]. After the optimization,
the code generator emits C++ code that implements the fusion and tile size
choices of the optimal solution.

The code generator performs overlapped tiling [8] with one tiling hierarchy
level and periodic boundary conditions. In addition to the stencil sequence,
we also generate the boilerplate necessary to execute, benchmark, and verify
the stencil sequence. The verification compares the results of the parallel
implementation to naive sequential code. The code generator utilizes the
Jinja2 template engine to specialize a generic stencil sequence template with
the program-specific logic.

3.4.3 Learning the Target Systems

absinthe learns the performance model parameters once for every target
system and then tunes all stencil programs using the same parameter set.
Section 3.2.4 discusses the performance model learning. We next evaluate
the quality of the learned model parameters.
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Figure 3.8: Measured (polygons) and estimated (lines) execution times for the
fast memory (p=positions) and slow memory (i=input arrays and
b=boundary width) training stencils and variable tile sizes along the
x-dimension.
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Figure 3.9: Measured and estimated execution times for the optimal (triangle),
selected (squares), and random (dots) implementation variants of the
fastwaves (N = 9), diffusion (N = 16), and advection (N = 8) kernels.
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To improve the noise robustness, we use all 48 measurements per ex-
periment when learning the model parameters using LAD regression [54].
We use the median of the repeated measurements when computing the R2

values.
Figure 3.8 compares for the tile sizes 5× 5× x the measured execution

times of the training stencils to the learned fast memory and slow memory
models. We observe that for the shown tile sizes, the execution times
increase almost linearly with the tile size along the x-dimension with
model predictions close to the measured execution times of the training
stencils. The annotations mark the different training stencils. For example,
the annotation p = 12 refers to the training stencil that accesses twelve
positions, and the annotation i = 3, b = 1 refers to the training stencil that
accesses three input arrays with boundary width one.

The R2 values of 0.87, 0.95, and 0.94 for the fast memory model and of 0.96,
0.96, and 0.90 for the slow memory model confirm the quality of the learned
model parameters for the Xeon, Xeon Phi, and Power systems, respectively.

3.4.4 Tuning the Application Kernels

Existing benchmark suites such as PolyBench [57] often contain stencil
programs that iterate only one stencil instead of multiple different stencils.
To evaluate the quality of our fusion and tile size selection choices, we
thus implement three stencil sequences from the COSMO atmospheric
model [16]. These real-world benchmark kernels contain one-, two-, and
three-dimensional stencils from first to fifth order. The fastwaves kernel
consists of nine stencils that compute the pressure gradient, update the
horizontal wind speeds, and compute the wind divergence. The diffusion
kernel consists of sixteen stencils that update the pressure and the wind
speeds. The advection kernel consists of eight stencils that transport the
horizontal wind speeds. The two-dimensional advection and diffusion
stencils access only neighbor elements in the horizontal xy-plane, while the
fastwaves stencils perform three-dimensional accesses.

To perform the experiments, we adapt the COSMO stencils to match the
current implementation of our code generator, which supports only three-
dimensional arrays and periodic boundary conditions. We thus replace the
original boundary conditions and remove accesses to lower-dimensional
arrays.

Figure 3.9 shows the performance of absinthe for all application kernels
and target systems. We compare the measured and estimated execution
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times of the optimal solution found by absinthe to selected and random
implementation variants with group index and tile size constraints. Data
points close to the diagonal imply good model prediction. The dashed lines
delimit the region with 20% prediction error. The timings include the stencil
computation without boundary conditions.

Additionally, we add the following selected implementation variants:
the min and max heuristics combine minimal and maximal fusion with the
absinthe tile size selection, the hand approach reproduces the hand-tuned
fusion and tile size choices of the COSMO production code, and the auto-
tuning approach combines tile size auto-tuning with the absinthe fusion
choices. As the hand and auto-tuning variants may violate the cache size or
load imbalance constraints, their estimated execution times are possibly
invalid.

The optimal solutions for the three application kernels contain at most
four stencil groups. To sample random implementation variants, we se-
lect 20 random group index assignments with at most four groups and
repeat the optimization with constraints that fix the group indexes. To ex-
amine different tile sizes, we also introduce tile size constraints that enforce
smaller or larger tiles along one dimension. In total, we sample 60 random
implementation variants.

The auto-tuning exhaustively searches for every stencil group the tile
sizes 1, 2, 4, 12, 30, and 60 in the z-dimension and the powers of two in the
xy-plane. The tuning of isolated stencil groups does not consider the cache
reuse of consecutive stencil groups. However, the approach circumvents
the joint evaluation of all stencil group tile size combinations. We use the
absinthe fusion strategy to avoid auto-tuning the exponential fusion
search space.

fastwaves The optimal solution for all target systems splits the fast-
waves kernel into two groups (Figure 3.1 shows the optimal solution for the
Xeon system). The tile shapes reflect the three-dimensional access patterns
detailed in Figure 3.10.

diffusion The optimal solutions split the diffusion kernel into two, one,
and four groups of equal sizes with tile size 64× 13× 1, 64× 16× 1, and
64× 32× 1 for the Xeon, Xeon Phi, and Power systems, respectively. These
choices reflect the two-dimensional access pattern of the stencils and the
different L2 cache capacities. Most implementation variants perform better
than expected. We attribute this bias to the peel cost of the slow memory
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model, which do not consider the cache reuse of consecutive innermost
loop executions that span the full domain.

advection The optimal solution of the advection kernel fuses all stencils
with tile size 64× 16× 1, 64× 32× 1, and 64× 32× 1 for the Xeon, Xeon
Phi, and Power systems, respectively. The fast memory model dominates
the predicted execution time of the compute-intensive seven-point stencils.
Especially for the Xeon Phi and Power systems, the fast memory model
tends to underestimate the measured execution times. For example, since
the cache accesses may not fully overlap with the actual stencil computation.

The auto-tuned versions of the fastwaves, diffusion, and advection ker-
nels perform 6.5%, 0.8%, and 3.4% faster than absinthe for the Xeon
system, 0.7%, 7.8%, and 7.1% faster than absinthe for the Xeon Phi sys-
tem, and 6.1%, 2.5%, and 1.7% faster than absinthe for the Power system,
respectively. The small performance penalty compared to the much slower
auto-tuning and the relative agreement of estimated and measured exe-
cution times demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach for different
stencils and hardware architectures.

The hand-tuned kernels perform well, but the manual optimization of
large codes is tedious and time-consuming. The combination of fusion
heuristics with absinthe demonstrates the challenge of independent
fusion and tile size selection.

The auto-tuning approach always works best since it does not depend on
the performance model assumptions. For example, the auto-tuned tile sizes
violate the cache capacity constraints of the Power system, which means
tiles fitting the L2 cache are not optimal for this architecture. Auto-tuning
generates 277 implementation variants for every stencil group, which on
the Xeon system results in 40 minutes search time for the diffusion kernel.
Extending the auto-tuning to the 215 fusion choices increases the search
time beyond 10, 000 hours. absinthe explores the full search space in 40
seconds.

3.4.5 Comparison with Halide and Polymage

To compare absinthe, we implement the application kernels with Poly-
mage [13] (git:a8a101b) and Halide [12] (git:3af2386). We optimize the stencil
sequences with the built-in auto-schedulers [23, 58], compile the absinthe

and Polymage kernels with GCC 5.3, and adapt the scheduling parameters
to match the processor count of the Xeon system.
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Figure 3.11: Execution times of the absinthe, Halide, and Polymage tuned
application kernels for domain size 256 × 256 × 60 on the Xeon
system (slowdowns relative to absinthe).

Figure 3.11 compares the execution times for the absinthe, Polymage,
and Halide tuned application kernels. We set the domain size to 256×
256× 60 elements since Halide and Polymage do not perform well for small
domains. absinthe and Polymage apply the same code transformations
and use the same compiler, which makes the results comparable. Halide
compiles with LLVM and performs loop reordering and stencil inlining,
which reduces the significance of the results. absinthe performs best
for all kernels, which emphasizes the quality of the fusion and tile size
selection choices.

3.5 related work

Tile size selection is a well-researched topic with two main directions:
purely analytic approaches [59–68] and empirical approaches [52, 69–71]
that search different configurations for optimal performance. Yuki et al. [72]
learn machine-specific static tile size selection models. Artificial neuronal
networks are also effective for both instruction throughput prediction [73]
and tile size selection [74].

D. Cociorva et al. [75] observe that program scheduling and tile size
selection are intertwined and propose a dynamic programming based
approach for combined scheduling and tile size selection specific for tensor
sequences. Their work does not consider stencil computations. Quasem
and Kennedy [76] propose a model guided empirical approach for loop
fusion and tiling. Beaugnon et al. [77] also combine analytical modeling
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and empirical search space exploration. They present an analytical model
to compute a lower bound for the execution time of partially-specified
program variants that allows them to prune the search space early-on. None
of these works provide a linear programming formulation.

There exist several approaches for generating code for iterative stencils.
Patus [22] is a code generator for iterative stencils on CPUs and GPUs.
Henretty et al. [78] introduced a code generator for iterative multi-statement
stencils that implements the DLT [79] data layout transformation. Both code
generators rely on tile size auto-tuning. Pochoir [11] is an iterative stencil
compiler that uses cache-oblivious tiling techniques to avoid the tile size
selection problem. Prajapati et al. [80] manually derive tile size selection
models for single statement stencils executed on GPUs. They require non-
linear integer programming which takes hours to terminate and commonly
does not guarantee optimal solutions.

STELLA [5] is a domain-specific language for climate modeling, while
Halide [12] and Polymage [13] are domain-specific languages for image
processing pipelines. All approaches support the optimization of stencil
programs with data-locality transformations. MODESTO [1] is an analytic
performance model to derive optimal fusion patterns for stencil programs
based on memory bandwidth estimates. However, the model does not
consider loop overheads and other metrics important for good tile size
selection. For Polymage, Jangda and Bondhugula [58] employ dynamic
programming to explore the space of fusion choices according to a cost
function. During the optimization, a heuristic selects suitable tile sizes. For
Halide, Liao et al. [81] and Mullapudi et al. [23] suggest cost functions and
custom optimization strategies to perform automatic scheduling, which
covers tile size selection. These solutions do not integrate the fusion and tile
size selection choice in a single linear model. absinthe thus provides the
first holistic integer linear programming formulation that simultaneously
schedules stencil programs and chooses matching tile sizes.

3.6 summary of the approach

absinthe instantiates an optimization problem that evaluates a learned
performance model to select target system-specific data-locality transforma-
tions for stencil codes. Surprisingly six performance model parameters are
sufficient to capture the relevant target system characteristics. The evalua-
tion of the performance model is fast and requires no complex operations.
We also demonstrate how to linearize the performance model for stencil
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codes with known domain sizes of limited range. These properties facili-
tate the efficient exploration of the exponential search space with the help
of powerful linear solvers. Our empirical evaluation provides strong evi-
dence that learning a target-specific performance model is a competitive
alternative to auto-tuning.



4
A N A N A LY T I C A L C A C H E M O D E L

Most programmers know the time complexity of their algorithms and tune
codes by minimizing computation. Yet, ever increasing data-movement
costs urge them to pay more attention to data-locality as a prerequisite for
peak performance. When considering different implementation variants of
an algorithm, we typically have a good understanding of which variant
performs less computation or can be vectorized well. Selecting the optimal
tile size or deciding which loop fusion choice is optimal is far less intuitive.
Essentially, we lack a perception of the cache state that allows us to reason
about data movement.

Data-locality optimizations are often pushed to the end of the devel-
opment cycle when the code is available for benchmarking. But at this
stage eliminating fundamental design flaws may be hard. We believe a
cache model responsive enough to be part of the day-to-day workflow of a
performance engineer can provide the necessary guidance to make good
design choices upfront. After the completion of the development, the very
same model could provide the necessary data for accurate model driven
automatic memory tuning.

We present haystack the first cache model for fully associative caches
with least recently used (LRU) replacement policy which is both fast and
accurate. At the core of our model, we calculate the LRU stack distance [82]
(also called reuse distance [83–85]) symbolically for each memory access.
The stack distance counts the distinct memory accesses between two sub-
sequent accesses of the same memory location. All memory accesses with
distance shorter than the cache size hit a fully associative LRU cache.

We show in Figure 4.1 the scaling of haystack compared to the
Dinero IV [86] cache simulator for increasing problem sizes. The simu-
lation times are proportional to the problem size since simulators [86–89]
enumerate all memory accesses. We use the Barvinok algorithm [49] to
count the cache misses. The algorithm avoids explicit enumeration by de-
riving symbolic expressions that evaluate to the cardinality of the counted
affine integer sets and maps. As demonstrated by the flat GEMM scal-
ing curve, this symbolic counting makes the model execution time prob-
lem size independent. Even for Cholesky factorization, with its known

65
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Figure 4.1: Scaling of the cache model compared to simulation.

non-linearities [90] that prevent full symbolic counting, the scaling of the
execution time remains flat compared to simulation.

While computing stack distances for static control programs is a well
known technique, reducing stack distance information for all dynamic
memory accesses to a single cache miss count is difficult. Beyls et al. [90]
show that stack distances in general are non-affine. The divisions introduced
when modeling cache lines add even more non-affine constraints. While
symbolic summation over affine constraint sets is possible with the Barvinok
algorithm, symbolic counting over non-affine constraints is considered hard
in general.

In this work, we show that this generally hard problem can in practice
become surprisingly tractable if non-linearities are carefully eliminated by
either specialization or partial enumeration. As a result we contribute:

• The first efficient cache model to accurately predict static affine pro-
grams on fully associative LRU caches.

• An efficient hybrid algorithm that combines symbolic counting with
partial enumeration to reduce the asymptotic cost of the cache miss
counting.
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• A set of simplification techniques that exploit the regular patterns
induced by the cache line structure to make the stack distance poly-
nomials affine.

• An exhaustive evaluation which shows that our cache model performs
well in practice with large speedups compared to existing approaches
while achieving high accuracy compared to measurements on real
hardware.

4.1 background

We first introduce our hardware model, provide background on cache
misses, explain the concept of affine integer sets and maps, and discuss the
set of considered programs.

4.1.1 Hardware Model

A cache implements various complex and sometimes undisclosed policies
that define the exact behavior. We deliberately model a generic cache with
full associativity and LRU replacement policy. When writing, we assume
the caches allocate a cache line and load the memory reference if necessary
(write-allocate) and then forward the write to all higher-level caches (write-
through). We parametrize our cache model with the cache line size L and
the cache size C in bytes. When modeling multiple cache hierarchy levels,
we assume inclusive caches and specify the cache size for every hierarchy
level. These design choices avoid an overly detailed model that is only
correct in a very controlled environment with know data alignment and
allocation. As shown by Section 4.3.2, we still model enough detail to
produce actionable and accurate results in practice.

4.1.2 Cache Misses

We assume that the modeled programs run in isolation and that their
execution starts with an empty cache. We count data accesses and ignore
instruction fetches.

According to Hill [91], we distinguish three types of cache misses; 1)
compulsory misses happen if a program accesses a cache line for the first
time, 2) capacity misses happen if a program accesses too many distinct cache
lines before accessing a cache line again, and 3) conflict misses happen if a
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program accesses to many distinct cache lines that map to the same cache
set of an associative cache before accessing a cache line again. We model
fully associative caches and thus compute only compulsory and capacity
misses.

Not every access of a program variable translates in a cache access as the
compiler may place scalar variables in registers. Compiler and hardware
techniques such as out-of-order execution also change the order of the
memory accesses. We assume all scalar variables are buffered in registers
and count only array accesses in the order provided by the compiler front
end.

The cache misses measured when profiling a program depend on many
factors generally unknown to an analytical cache model, for example,
concurrent programs or the operating system may pollute the caches or
the hardware prefetchers may load more data than necessary. We do not
consider this system noise and instead provide an approximate but deter-
ministic cache model.

4.1.3 Integer Sets and Maps

We use sets and maps of integer tuples to count the cache misses. We
next define the relevant set and map operations necessary for the model
implementation. These operations are a subset of the functionality provided
by the integer set library (isl) [48].

An affine set
S = {(i0, . . . , in) : con(i0, . . . , in)}

defines the subset of integer tuples (i0, . . . , in) ∈ Z
n that satisfy the con-

straints con(i0, . . . , in). The constraints are Presburger formulas that com-
bine affine expressions with comparison operators, boolean operators, and
existential quantifiers. Presburger arithmetic [92] also admits floor division
and modulo with a constant divisor.

An affine map

R = {(i0, . . . , in)→ (j0, . . . , jm) : con(i0, . . . , in, j0, . . . , jm)}

defines the relation from integer tuples (i0, . . . , in) ∈ Z
n to integer tuples

(j0, . . . , jm) ∈ Z
m that satisfy the constraints con(i0, . . . , in, j0, . . . , jm) where

the constraints have the same restrictions as the set constraints. The domain
Rdom defines the set of the integer tuples (i0, . . . , in) of the input dimensions
for which a relation exists, and conversely the range Rran defines the set
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1 int sum = 0;

2 for(int i=0; i<4; ++i)

3 S0: M[i] = i;

4 for(int j=0; j<4; ++j)

5 S1: sum += M[3-j];

Figure 4.2: Example program used for illustration.

of integer tuples (j0, . . . , jm) of the output dimensions for which a relation
exists.

Both sets and maps support the set operations intersection S1 ∩ S2, union
S1 ∪ S2, projection, and cardinality |S|. The domain intersection R ∩dom S

intersects the domain of the map R with the set S. Maps also support the
map operations composition R2 ◦R1 and inversion R−1. The operator

lexmin(R) = {(i0, . . . , in)→ (m0, . . . , mm) :

∄(i0, . . . , in)→ (j0, . . . , jm) ∈ R,

s.t. (j0, . . . , jm) ≺ (m0, . . . , mm)}

computes for every input tuple (i0, . . . , in) the lexicographic smallest output
tuple (m0, . . . , mm) of all tuples (j0, . . . , jm) related to the input tuple.

A named set or map prefixes the integer tuples with names that convey
semantic information. For example, we prefix the array element M(2) with
the array name and the statement instance S0(1) with statement name. We
use statement names starting with the letter S and array names starting with
any other letter. The names are semantically equivalent to an additional
tuple dimension.

4.1.4 Static Control Programs

Our cache model analyzes affine static control programs consisting of loop
nests with known loop bounds that perform array accesses with affine index
expressions. Figure 4.2 shows an example program with two statements:
the statement S0 initializes an array M and the statement S1 accumulates the
array elements. Before analyzing a program, we extract the sets and maps
that specify the statement execution order and the memory access offsets.

The iteration domain

I = {S0(i) : 0 ≤ i < 4; S1(j) : 0 ≤ j < 4}
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Figure 4.3: The statement instances and the related schedule values (schedule S)
and memory accesses (access map A) are sufficient to compute the
cache misses of a program.

defines the set of all executed statement instances. For the two statements
of the example program, the loop variables i and j are limited to the range
zero to three. To define the execution order, the schedule

S = {S0(i)→ (0, i); S1(j)→ (1, j)} ∩dom I

maps the statement instances to a multi-dimensional schedule value. The
statement instances then execute according to the lexicographic order of
the schedule values. The intersection with the iteration domain I limits the
schedule domain to the program loop bounds. The access map

A = {S0(i)→ M(i); S1(j)→ M(3− j)}

maps the array accesses of the statement instances to the accessed array
elements. The iteration domain I, the schedule S, and the access map A

capture all relevant program properties necessary to evaluate the cache
model. Figure 4.3 shows how the schedule S and the access map A relate
statement instances, schedule values, and memory locations.

4.2 cache model

Our cache model computes for every memory access the stack distance
parametric in the loop variables and counts the instances with a stack
distance larger than the cache capacity to determine the capacity misses.
All memory accesses with undefined backward stack distance access the
cache line for the first time and count as compulsory misses.

Figure 4.4 shows the computation of the capacity misses for the example
program introduced by Figure 4.2: (1) enumerates the statement instances
according to the schedule S and (2) applies the access map A to the state-
ment instances to compute the memory trace. Assuming the array element
size is equal to the cache line size, the stack distance corresponds to the
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S0(2) S0(3) S1(0) S1(1)S0(1)S0(0) S1(2) S1(3)(1)

M(2) M(3) M(3) M(2)M(1)M(0) M(1) M(0)(2)
in cache?

cache hit = 1,  if  |{M(1), M(2), M(3)}| ≤ cache size
0,  otherwise

Figure 4.4: The (1) statement instance and the (2) memory access trace of the
example program allow us to compute if the access M(1) of the state-
ment S1(2) hits the cache.

cardinality of the set {M(1), M(2), M(3)} which contains the array elements
accessed between and including the two subsequent accesses of M(1). The
second access of M(1) hits the cache if the cardinality of the set is lower than
or equal to the cache capacity.

4.2.1 Computing the Stack Distance

The stack distance computation counts the number of distinct memory
accesses between subsequent accesses of the same memory location. We
determine for every memory reference the last access to the same memory
location and count the set of memory accesses since this last access to obtain
the stack distance parametric in the loop variables.

For our example program, the stack distance of the memory access in
statement S1 is equal to the loop variable j plus one. We can thus express
the stack distance of the memory access with the map

D = {S1(j)→ j + 1 : 0 ≤ j < 4}

limited to the statement iteration domain. As the statement S0 accesses all
array elements for the first time its backward stack distance is undefined
and the accesses count as compulsory misses.

Our discussion of the stack distance computation initially assumes that
every statement performs at most one access of a one-dimensional array
with an element size equal to the cache line size. At the end of this section,
we show how to overcome these limitations.
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The memory accesses execute according to the statement execution order
defined by the schedule. The map

L≺ = {(i0, . . . , in)→ (j0, . . . , jn) :

(i0, . . . , in) ≺ (j0, . . . , jn)∧

(i0, . . . , in), (j0, . . . , jn) ∈ Sran}

relates the schedule values (i0, . . . , in) to all lexicographically larger sched-
ule values (j0, . . . , jn) and the map

L� = {(i0, . . . , in)→ (j0, . . . , jn) :

(i0, . . . , in) � (j0, . . . , jn)∧

(i0, . . . , in), (j0, . . . , jn) ∈ Sran}

relates the schedule values (i0, . . . , in) to all lexicographically larger or equal
schedule values (j0, . . . , jn). Later on, we use these helper maps to filter
relations by execution order.

The stack distance computation first identifies all accesses to the same
array element. The equal map

E = S ◦A−1 ◦A ◦ S−1

relates each schedule value to all schedule values that access the same
array element. The concatenation A ◦ S−1 maps the schedule values to the
accessed array elements and its reverse S ◦A−1 maps the accesses back to
the schedule values. For our example program, the composition

A ◦ S−1 = {(0, i)→ M(i) : 0 ≤ i < 4;

(1, j)→ M(3− j) : 0 ≤ j < 4}

relates the schedule values to the accesses of the array M. The equal map
then relates all schedule values that access the same array element. For
example, the relations (0, i) → M(i) and (1, j) → M(3− j) access the same
array element if i is equal to 3− j. The resulting equal map

E = {(0, i)→ (0, i) : 0 ≤ i < 4;

(1, j)→ (1, j) : 0 ≤ j < 4;

(0, i)→ (1, j) : j = 3− i ∧ 0 ≤ i < 4;

(1, j)→ (0, i) : i = 3− j ∧ 0 ≤ j < 4}
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M(2) M(3) M(3) M(2)M(1)M(0) M(1) M(0)

S0(2) S0(3) S1(0) S1(1)S0(1)S0(0) S1(3)
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S1(2)

Figure 4.5: The relations of the forward map F and the backward map B for
the statement instance S1(2) of the example program (the forward
map F corresponds to the concatenation of the blue backward arrow
and the black forward arrows). The map intersection defines the
statement instance between and including the two accesses of M(1).
The concatenation with the map A yields the related memory accesses.
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contains the relation (0, i) → (1, j) with j = 3− i and its reverse but also
the self relations of the schedule values.

The lexicographically shortest relations of the equal map denote the
subsequent accesses to the same array element which are closest in time.
The next map

N = S−1 ◦ lexmin(L≺ ∩ E) ◦ S

intersects the equal map E with the map L≺ to filter out all backward in
time and self relations and the lexmin operator removes all forward in time
relations except for the shortest ones. We compose the result with S and
S−1 to convert the schedule values to statement instances. The next map
consequently relates every statement instance to the next statement instance
that accesses the same array element. For our example program, the equal
map contains only the forward relation (0, i) → (1, j) which means the
lexmin operator has no effect since there is only one relation per statement
instance. The next map

N = {S0(i)→ S1(j) : j = 3− i ∧ 0 ≤ i < 4}

thus relates the instances of statement S0 to the instances of statement S1
that access the same array element.

The next map contains subsequent statement instances that access the
same array element but not the statement instances executed in between. To
compute them, we intersect the set of statement instances executed after the
first access with the set of statement instances executed before the second
access of the same array element. Figure 4.5 illustrates this intersection. The
backward map

B = S−1 ◦ L−1
� ◦ S

relates the statement instances to all statement instances with lexicographi-
cally smaller or equal schedule value. The maps S and S−1 convert from
statement instances to schedule values and back. The forward map

F = (S−1 ◦ L� ◦ S) ◦N−1

relates the statement instances to all statement instances with lexicographi-
cally larger or equal schedule value than the statement instance that last
accessed the same array element. We reverse the next map N to compute
the statement instance that accessed the array element last. The intersection
of the forward map and the backward map contains all statement instances
executed between subsequent accesses of the same array element.
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Figure 4.5 shows the forward and backward map relations for the state-
ment instance S1(2) of the example program that accesses the array element
M(1). The forward map F corresponds to the concatenation of the blue
backward arrow and the black forward arrows. The intersection of the two
maps contains the statement instances executed between the subsequent
accesses of the array element M(1). We finally concatenate this intersection
with the access map A to obtain the stack distance map that relates every
statement instance to the array accesses performed since the last access of
the same array element.

The number of related array elements defines the stack distance of the
statement instances in the stack distance map. We use the isl [48] implemen-
tation of the Barvinok algorithm [49] to count the relations symbolically.
The algorithm computes the map cardinality by counting the points of the
range related to every point of the domain. The result of the computation
are quasi polynomials parametric in the input dimensions of the map that
evaluate to the number of related range points. As the domain is not always
homogeneous, the algorithm splits the map domain into pieces that consist
of a quasi polynomial and the subdomain of the map domain where the
polynomial is valid. After counting the stack distance map, the distance set

D = {|A ◦ (F∩ B)|}

contains pieces with quasi polynomials parametric in the schedule input
dimensions that for a subdomain of the iteration domain evaluate to the
stack distance. The pieces do not overlap and together cover the full iteration
domain. For our example program, the distance set

D = {S1(j)→ j + 1 : 0 ≤ j < 4}

contains one piece with the polynomial S1(j) → j + 1 and the domain
0 ≤ j < 4 covering the entire iteration domain.

cache lines and multi-dimensional arrays An adapted access
map A that relates statement instances to cache lines instead of array
elements suffices to support cache lines and multi-dimensional arrays. Let
us assume our example program initializes the diagonal elements of a
two-dimensional array M(i, i). Then the access map

A = {S0(i)→ M(i, c = ⌊i ∗ E/L⌋)}

models the accessed cache lines given the size of the array elements E and
cache line size L in bytes. We replace the innermost dimension of the array
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access with the cache line index c, which multiplies the array index with
the element size and divides the result by the cache line size. As a result,
accesses of neighboring array elements map to the same cache line. The
outer dimensions of the array index remain unchanged since we assume
the innermost dimension is cache line aligned and padded to an integer
multiple of the cache line size. This restriction can be lifted at the expense
of a more complex formulation.

multiple memory accesses per statement An extension of the
schedule S and the access map A with an additional schedule dimension
that orders the memory accesses of the statements allows us to model more
than one memory access per statement. Let us assume the statement S0 of
the example program reads the array element I(i) and writes the result to
the array element M(i). We then extend the schedule

S = {S0(i, a)→ (0, i, a); S1(j, a)→ (1, j, a)}

with the access dimension a that orders the memory accesses of the state-
ment. Then the access map

A = {S0(i, 0)→ I(i); S0(i, 1)→ M(i); S1(j, 0)→ M(3− j)}

assigns every array access to a unique statement instance since the ac-
cess dimension enumerates the array accesses of every statement in the
order provided by the compiler front end. The extended schedule executes
only one array access per statement instance and thus requires no further
modifications of the stack distance computation.

The output of the stack distance computation is a set of polynomials
that defines the backward stack distance for every array access of the static
control program.

4.2.2 Counting the Capacity Misses

All memory accesses with stack distance larger then the cache size count as
capacity miss. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the stack distance computation
splits the iteration domain into pieces. Each piece defines the stack distance
for a subdomain of the iteration domain. To obtain the capacity misses, we
count for every piece the points of the subdomain for which the polynomial
evaluates to a stack distance larger than the cache size.
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P = {S0(i,j) → i+j2 : i,j=[0..3]}

(0,2) (1,2) (2,2)
(0,1) (1,1) (2,1)
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0)

2
1
0

E = {j : j=[0..3]}
Pj=0 = {S0(i) → i+0 : i=[0..3]}

Pj=1 = {S0(i) → i+1 : i=[0..3]}

Pj=2 = {S0(i) → i+4 : i=[0..3]}

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

πi

Figure 4.6: To count the non-affine piece P, we project out the affine i-dimension
to obtain the enumeration domain E. We next bind the j-dimension of
the piece P to the j-values in the enumeration domain and separately
count the cache misses for the resulting affine pieces Pj=0, Pj=1, and
Pj=2.

The piece with polynomial S1(j)→ j + 1 and domain 0 ≤ j < 4 defines
the stack distance for the entire iteration domain of our example program.
The cache miss set

M = {S1(j) : j + 1 > C ∧ 0 ≤ j < 4}

contains all points of the piece with stack distance larger than cache size
C which means the cardinality of the cache miss set |M| is equal to the
number of capacity misses. Assuming cache size two, the cache miss set
contains the statement instances S1(2) and S1(3) that cause two capacity
misses.

The distance set specifies the stack distance for all program statements.
To count the capacity misses per statement, we split the distance set by state-
ment and compute the cache misses separately. Without loss of generality,
we discuss the cache miss computation for a statement S0.

The Barvinok algorithm also computes the set cardinality by counting the
points symbolically. We use the algorithm to count affine cache miss sets and
resort to explicit enumeration for non-affine sets. As explicit enumeration
is expensive, we only enumerate the non-affine polynomial dimensions and
count the affine dimensions symbolically. This partial enumeration technique
splits cache miss sets into pieces with affine lower-dimensional polynomials.
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the technique for an example polynomial with
non-affine j-dimension. Section 4.2.3 discusses further techniques to split
non-affine pieces into multiple affine pieces.
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Algorithm 1: counting the capacity misses

input : D distance set of pieces
output : T total number of cache misses
parameter : C cache size

1 T← 0

2 foreach P in D do

3 if isPieceAffine(P) then

4 T← T+ countAffinePiece(P, C)

5 else

6 E←getNonAffineDomain(P)

7 foreach pt in E do

8 Ppt ←bindNonAffineDimensions(P, pt)

9 T← T+ countAffinePiece(Ppt, C)

10 end

11 end

12 end

13 return T

Algorithm 1 counts the total number of cache misses T given the distance
set D of the program. The algorithm enumerates all pieces P of the distance
set (lines 2-12). Every piece P consists of a polynomial and a domain
that define the stack distance of a memory access for a subdomain of
the iteration domain. If the polynomial of the piece P is affine we count
the cache misses symbolically (lines 3-4), otherwise the partial enumeration
projects the non-affine dimensions out of the domain of the piece P and
enumerates all points of the resulting non-affine enumeration domain E

(lines 6-9). For every such point pt, we bind the non-affine dimensions of
the piece P to the coordinates of the point pt and count the cache misses
of the affine piece Ppt symbolically. Figure 4.6 illustrates the splitting of
non-affine pieces (lines 6-9).

The method countAffinePiece counts the cache misses of the piece P with
affine stack distance polynomial. A polynomial is affine if its degree is zero
or one. We first compute the cache miss set

M = {S0(i0, . . . , in) : Pp(i0, . . . , in) > C ∧ (i0, . . . , in) ∈ PD}

where Pp denotes the polynomial and PD the domain of the piece P. The
cache miss set contains all memory accesses with stack distance larger than
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cache size C. To count the cache misses, we compute the cardinality |M|
using the Barvinok algorithm.

The method getNonAffineDomain projects all points of the piece P to the
non-affine dimensions to obtain the enumeration domain E. For example,
Figure 4.6 projects the piece

P = {S0(i, j)→ i + j2 : 0 ≤ i < 3∧ 0 ≤ j < 3}

which contains the quadratic term j2. We project the points to the non-affine
j-dimension to compute the enumeration domain E = {j : 0 ≤ j < 3}.
The enumeration always spans all dimensions with degree larger than
one. But the polynomial may also contain product terms with multiple
dimensions. We then greedily select the dimensions that conflict with most
other dimensions. For example, if the polynomial contains the products
ij and ik we enumerate the i-dimension since it conflicts with both other
dimensions.

The method bindNonAffineDimensions binds the non-affine dimensions of
the piece P to the values of the point pt. For example, Figure 4.6 binds the
j-dimension of the piece

P = {S0(i, j)→ i + j2 : 0 ≤ i < 3∧ 0 ≤ j < 3}

to the value two and obtains the piece

Pj=2 = {S0(i)→ i + 4 : 0 ≤ i < 3}

which we can count with the method countAffinePiece.
The counting algorithm works for all static control programs and avoids

complete enumeration except all dimensions are non-affine.

4.2.3 Eliminating Non-Affine Terms

Many stack distance polynomials contain non-affine terms that prevent fast
symbolic counting. We develop rewrite strategies that eliminate non-affine
terms containing floor expressions. The floor expressions themselves are
quasi-affine but often appear in products with other non-constant operands
modeling effects such as the stack distance variation for different cache line
offsets. We specialize the stack distance polynomials for different cache line
offsets to make them affine which enables the efficient symbolic counting.

The floor expressions of some polynomials differ only by a constant offset.
For example, the piece

P = {S0(i, j)← (⌊(1 + i)/3⌋ − ⌊i/3⌋)j : 0 ≤ i < 3∧ 0 ≤ j < 2}
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(2,0)

Pi%3<2 = {S0(i,j) → 0 j : i%3<2 
ᴧ i=[0..2] ᴧ j=[0..1]}
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Figure 4.7: Equalization replaces the non-affine piece P with the affine pieces
Pi%3<2 and Pi%3=2 to model a stack distance that varies at the last
cache line offset.
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Figure 4.8: Rasterization replaces the non-affine piece P with the affine pieces
Pi%3=0, Pi%3=1, and Pi%3=2 to model a stack distance that varies at
every cache line offset.
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contains the floor expressions ⌊(1 + i)/3⌋ and ⌊(i)/3⌋. The two floor ex-
pressions are equal except if i modulo three is equal to two. Then the second
floor expression is larger by one. The difference of the two floor expressions
thus evaluates to zero for the first two elements and to one for the last
element of every cache line. Figure 4.7 shows how to introduce simplified
polynomials for the first two and the last element of every cache line. This
equalization technique splits the cache line in multiple regions that typically
contain more than one element.

The polynomials may also contain terms with the plain variable and
other terms which compute the floor of the variable. For example, the piece

P = {S0(i, j)→ (i− 3 ⌊i/3⌋)j : 0 ≤ i < 3∧ 0 ≤ j < 2}

contains the floor expression 3 ⌊i/3⌋ which is equal to i except for a constant
that depends on the cache line offset. Figure 4.8 shows how to replace the
polynomial with one simplified polynomial per cache line offset. This
rasterization technique enumerates all cache line offsets.

We apply the two floor elimination techniques in the order of presentation
and only keep the results if the degree of at least one simplified polynomial
is lower than the degree of the original polynomial.

4.2.4 Counting the Compulsory Misses

All memory accesses that touch a cache line for the first time are compulsory
misses.

As the array M of our example program is initialized by the statement S0,
the first map

F = {M(i)→ S0(i) : 0 ≤ i < 4}

relates every array element to the statement instance that accesses the
element first which means the cardinality |Fdom| of the first map domain
counts the compulsory misses.

The compulsory misses are the memory accesses with lexicographically
minimal schedule value. The first map

F = S−1 ◦ lexmin(S ◦A−1)

thus selects for every memory access the lexicographically minimal relation
of the composition S ◦A−1 that relates memory accesses to schedule values
and composes the result with the inverse schedule S−1 to obtain the related
statement instances. The composition with the inverse schedule allows us
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to intersect the range of the first map with the iteration domain of the
individual statements to count the compulsory misses per statement. For
our example program, the composition

S ◦A−1 = {M(i)→ (0, i) : 0 ≤ i < 4;

M(j)→ (1, 3− j) : 0 ≤ j < 4}

contains two accesses for every array element. The lexmin operator removes
the second access due to the lexicographically larger schedule value. Af-
ter the composition with the inverse schedule S−1, we use the Barvinok
algorithm to count the compulsory misses |Fdom|.

4.2.5 Computational Complexity

All compute-heavy parts of our cache model perform Presburger arith-
metic that in general is known to have very high computational complex-
ity [92, 93]. The established complexity bounds range from polynomial
time decidable [94] for expressions with fixed dimensionality and only exis-
tential quantification to double exponential [95] for arbitrary expressions.
Haase [92] presents further results that show a complexity increase with the
dimensionality and the number of quantifier alternations of the Presburger
expression.

The Presburger relations computed by our cache model have only exis-
tential quantification and the dimensionality is limited by the loop depth
suggesting polynomial complexity. Yet, the cache model may introduce
further variables to model divisions or modulo operations making the
complexity exponential in the number of dimensions.

Although the cache model has exponential worst-case complexity, the
empirical performance evaluation presented in Section 4.3.3 shows that
our cache model performs well for typical input programs. The dimen-
sionality of the observed Presburger relations remains limited since most
real-world programs do not make extensive use of branch conditions and
index expressions that result in integer divisions or modulo operations.

4.3 evaluation

We next evaluate the performance of haystack and compare its accuracy
to simulated and measured results.
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Figure 4.9: Cache misses and hits predicted by haystack compared to the mea-
sured cache misses (median of 10 measurements) for the PolyBench
kernels with the prediction error relative to the number of memory
accesses on top.
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4.3.1 Setup and Methodology

We evaluate on a test system with two 18-core Intel Xeon Gold 6150 proces-
sors. Every core has a 32KiB L1 cache (8-way set associative) and an inclusive
1MiB L2 cache (16-way set associative). The non-inclusive 18x1.375MiB L3

cache (11-way set associative) is shared among all cores. A non-inclusive
cache may and an inclusive cache has to duplicate all cache lines stored
by the lower-level caches. All caches load the cache line before writing
(write-allocate) and forward the write only if the cache line is evicted
(write-back).

We compile with GCC 6.3 and use the Dinero IV cache simulator [86]
to compute and the PAPI-C library [96] to measure the number of cache
misses. We evaluate the model for a number of different kernels. PolyBench
4.2.1-beta [57] is a collection of static control programs that implement
algorithmic motifs from scientific computing. If not stated otherwise the
PolyBench experiments use the default configuration (large) and the model
emulates fully associative L1 and L2 caches with the capacities of the test
system.

All performance measurements run single-threaded using only one core
of the test system. To quantify measurement noise, the execution times
show the median and the non-parametric 95% confidence intervals [56] of
10 measurements.

4.3.2 Accuracy Overview

All mathematical models are a trade-off between accuracy and complexity. A
static cache model cannot predict dynamic measurement noise for example
due to concurrent code execution. We aim at an accurate prediction of the
cache misses without modeling too many implementation details.

A comparison to measurements on a real system is the main bench-
mark for every cache model. To measure the cache misses, we compile the
PolyBench [57] kernels with PAPI [96] support using GCC optimization
level O2. PolyBench [57] flushes the caches before every kernel execution
which allows us to measure compulsory and capacity misses. We collect
the counters PAPI_L1_DCM and PAPI_L2_DCM that sum the data cache misses
for the L1 and L2 caches, respectively. Figure 4.9 compares the sum of the
compulsory and capacity misses predicted by haystack to the measured
cache misses shown by black lines. Most kernels cause more cache misses
than predicted which is expected since we model idealized fully associative
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(a) L1 cache (fully associative)
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Figure 4.10: Cache misses and hits simulated by Dinero IV compared to the mea-
sured cache misses (median of 10 measurements) for the PolyBench
kernels with the prediction error relative to the number of memory
accesses on top.
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Figure 4.11: Execution times for the main components of haystack compared
to the number of separately counted pieces for the PolyBench kernels
sorted by execution time.

caches with LRU instead of pseudo-LRU replacement policy. We also do not
consider possible overfetch due to the hardware prefetchers. To quantify
the error, Figure 4.9 shows for every kernel the prediction error relative to
the total number of memory accesses computed by the model. Most kernels
have low single digit prediction errors with a geometric mean error of 0.6%
and 0.2% for the L1 cache and the L2 cache, respectively. Only doitgen and
gramschmidt have prediction errors above 10%.

We also execute the PolyBench kernels with Dinero IV [86] to simulate the
number of cache misses with full associativity and with the associativity of
our test system. Figure 4.10 compares the sum of the simulated compulsory,
capacity, and conflict misses to the measured cache misses shown by black
lines. We observe that the simulation results for the fully associative L1 cache
qualitatively agree with the model. All simulation results are within 0.1%
of the model for the L1 cache and within 3% of the model for the L2 cache
(relative to the total number of memory accesses). We conclude that our
design decisions of padding the innermost dimension of multi-dimensional
arrays, discussed in Section 4.2.1, and modeling only array accesses and
not scalar accesses, discussed in Section 4.1.2, have no significant impact
on the accuracy of the model. The simulation results with test system
associativity eliminate the error for the doitgen kernel. We conclude that
modeling set associativity is only relevant for one of the PolyBench kernels.
The error of the remaining kernels is dominated by other error sources such
as the difference between LRU and pseudo-LRU replacement policy that
are neither considered by the simulator nor by the model.
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Figure 4.12: Execution times for the extra large (XL), large (L), and medium (M)
problem sizes of PolyBench compared to the number of counted
pieces.

haystack reproduces the simulation results for full associativity and
the associativity mismatch compared to the test system does not dominate
the modeling error.

4.3.3 Performance Overview

We next analyze the performance of haystack and its sensitivity to model
parameters such as the problem size or the number of cache hierarchy
levels.

Two components dominate the model execution time: 1) the stack distance
computation discussed in Section 4.2.1 and 2) the capacity miss counting
discussed in Section 4.2.2. Figure 4.11 shows the cost of the two components
compared to the total model execution times for the PolyBench kernels. The
analysis of most kernels terminates within 5 seconds (jacobi-1d to heat-3d)
while the more expensive kernels take up to 20 seconds (adi to cholesky).
The capacity miss counting dominates the cost of the expensive kernels.
When counting the capacity misses, the partial enumeration and to a lesser
extend the equalization and rasterization, discussed in Section 4.2.3, split the
iteration domain into pieces with affine stack distance polynomials that
support symbolic counting. The solid line in Figure 4.11 shows the number
of counted pieces. We observe that the expensive kernels require more splits
due to non-affine stack distance polynomials and that the counting costs
correlate with the number of pieces.

Other than for a cache simulator, the model execution time is not pro-
portional to the number of memory accesses. Figure 4.12 shows the model
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the execution times when modeling one, two, or
three cache hierarchy levels.

execution times for the three largest PolyBench problem sizes. The large (L)
and the extra large (XL) problem size perform roughly 100 and 1000 times
more memory access than the medium (M) problem size, respectively. Yet,
the execution times remain constant for a majority of the kernels. Only the
execution times of the expensive kernels increase since the partial enumera-
tion requires more splits. The number of counted pieces, shown by the solid,
dashed, and dotted lines in Figure 4.12, correlate with the cost increase for
the larger problem sizes. Even for the expensive kernels, the increase of
the execution time is not proportional to the number of memory accesses
since we enumerate only the non-affine dimensions of the stack distance
polynomials.

When counting the cache misses for multiple cache hierarchy levels,
we reuse the stack distance polynomials and enumerate the non-affine
dimensions only once. The counting of the individual pieces is the only
step repeated for every cache size. As the Barvinok algorithm [49] supports
parametric counting, we can count the capacity misses parametric in the
cache size which avoids any additional overhead when modeling additional
cache hierarchy levels. We benchmark the non-parametric version of the
code as it runs faster even when modeling three cache hierarchy levels.
Figure 4.13 shows minor increases of the total execution time for two and
three cache hierarchy levels.

The partial enumeration, discussed in Section 4.2.2, combines enumeration
of the non-affine dimensions with symbolic counting of the affine dimen-
sions. Figure 4.14 compares partial enumeration to the explicit enumeration
of all points. When considering only kernels with non-affine stack distance
polynomials, we measure a geometric mean speedup of 12.4x with pieces
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geometric mean. Only few kernels run fast without any optimization
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0d-affine 3 4 3 7

1d-affine 7 11 3 3 6 4 48 52 2 18

2d-affine 1 59 85 1 1 27 20 48

Table 4.1: Number of non-affine polynomials with zero, one, or two affine di-
mensions.

that contain 4,400 points on average. The more points per piece the bigger
the efficiency gain due to our hybrid counting approach. We still require
explicit enumeration for all non-affine polynomials without affine dimen-
sion. Table 4.1 shows that most non-affine polynomials have at least one
affine dimension. For these polynomials, partial enumeration reduces the
asymptotic complexity of the capacity miss counting.

As discussed by Section 4.2.3, the floor elimination techniques simplify
non-affine stack distance polynomials with less splits than partial enumera-
tion but are less generic and do not apply to all polynomials. Figure 4.14

shows the speedups for equalization compared to a baseline without equal-
ization and rasterization. We disable both techniques since otherwise ras-
terization optimizes the polynomials normally handled by equalization. We
observe a geometric mean speedup of 1.9x for the kernels that benefit. Fig-
ure 4.14 also compares the speedups for rasterization to a baseline without
rasterization. We measure a geometric mean speedup of 1.9x for cholesky, lu,
ludcmp, nussinov, and seidel-2d. Overall the floor elimination techniques
reduce the number of counted pieces by more than 80% which results in
bigger pieces with better counting performance.

A majority of the kernels perform well independent of problem size and
number of cache hierarchy levels. Yet, the model execution times for kernels
with non-affine polynomials are higher and problem size dependent. We
mitigate this with efficient enumeration and floor elimination techniques.
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Figure 4.15: Speedup of haystack compared to PolyCache and Dinero for the
PolyBench 3.2 and 4.2.1 kernels, respectively.
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4.3.4 Comparison to PolyCache and Dinero

The polyhedral cache model PolyCache [97] and the cache simulator
Dinero IV [86] are alternative cache modeling tools. We compare their
performance to haystack .

PolyCache models set associative caches with an LRU replacement policy.
We compare to the published results that show the performance for the
default problem size of PolyBench 3.2 and adapt the configuration of our
model to match the cache sizes of the published experiments (32KiB of L1

cache and 256KiB of L2 cache). The only difference is that we model fully
associative caches instead of 4-way associative caches. Figure 4.15a shows
an average speedup of 21x (geometric mean) of haystack compared to
PolyCache even though PolyCache computes the cache misses for all 1024

cache sets in parallel.
Dinero IV is a trace driven cache simulator which means the expected

simulation cost are proportional to the number of memory accesses (Fig-
ure 4.1). Figure 4.15b shows the speedup of haystack compared to
the Dinero IV simulation times that include the trace generation with
QEMU [98]. Dinero IV simulates the associativity of our test system while
we model fully associative caches. As simulation and model run single
core, the execution times are comparable. We measure an average speedup
of 370x (geometric mean) for the large problem size that would be even
bigger for the extra large problem size. Simulating full associativity further
increases the average simulation time by factor 2.2x (geometric mean).

PolyCache models cache behavior in-depth, which allows developers to
analyze the effects of set associativity and different write policies, but its
high accuracy can make it costly to compute. Dinero IV works for small
problem sizes but the cost increase for realistic problem sizes is dramatic.

4.3.5 Performance for Tiled Codes

A tiled code decomposes the iteration domain into tiles and executes tile-
by-tile to improve the spacial locality. Tiling can double the loop nest depth
which allows us to evaluate our approach for more complex codes. At the
same time, estimating the benefits of tiling or even selecting optimal tile
sizes is an important application for a cache model.

We employ the PPCG [15] source-to-source compiler to tile all PolyBench
kernels with tile size 16. We limit the sum of all scheduling coefficients
to one and disable loop fusion to obtain a rectangular tiling without loop
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Figure 4.16: Execution times for the main components of haystack for tiled
versions of the PolyBench kernels. A few kernels (gray labels) have
no rectangular tiling.

skewing (time-tiling). All kernels except for jacobi-1d, durbin, seidel-2d, and
nussinov have a rectangular tiling. Figure 4.16 shows the model execution
times for the tiled kernels. Tiling makes the cache miss computation more
expensive. Especially the stack distance computation of the head-3d kernel
runs long. We attribute the cost increase to the more complex iteration
domains and memory access patterns.

Tiling increases the model execution times but for a majority of the
kernels the cache miss computation still takes only a few seconds.

4.4 related work

Cache behavior analysis is a prerequisite when tuning for the memory
hierarchy. We distinguish three main approaches: 1) simulation, 2) profiling,
and 3) analytical modeling.

simulators Dinero [86] and CASPER [87] are examples of trace-based
cache simulators that compute the cache misses for the full memory hierar-
chy. Sniper [88] and gem5 [89] have a broader scope and simulate the full
system including the caches. All simulators execute the program to count
the cache misses which means the simulation costs are proportional to the
number of executed memory accesses.

profiling Multiple works discuss the analysis of memory access traces
to extract locality metrics. Mattson et al. [82] compute the stack distance
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using a linked list and derive the cache hit rate for different cache sizes.
Tree based implementations [99–101] reduce the cost of the stack distance
computation. Kim et al. [102] apply hashing and approximation to increase
the efficiency. Ding et al. [84] discuss tree based approximate algorithms
that reduce the time and space complexity of the stack distance computation
and predict the stack distance histogram for arbitrary problem sizes given
training inputs for few different problem sizes. Eklov et al. [103] sample the
reuse distance for a few memory accesses and employ statistics to estimate
stack distances and cache miss ratio. Xiang et al. [85] discuss five different
locality metrics and show how to derive miss rate and reuse distance given
the a single measure called average footprint which they compute with
an efficient linear time algorithm [104]. A disadvantage of the profiling
approaches is the acquisition and the handling of the large program traces.
Chen et al. [105] sample the reuse time during compilation which allows
them to estimate the cache miss ratio of complex loop nests.

analytical models Agarwal et al. [106] develop an analytical model
that uses parameters extracted from the program trace. Harper et al. [107]
model set associative caches for regular loop nests. Cost models [14, 36,
108] allow compilers to decide if data-locality transformations are beneficial.
All of these models only approximate the number of cache misses.

Ferdinand et al. [109] use abstract interpretation to model set associative
LRU caches. Model-checking [110, 111] increases the accuracy of this analy-
sis that distinguishes always hit, always miss, and not classified. Touzeau et
al. [112] show how to attain high accuracy without costly model-checking.
The abstract interpretation approaches are complementary to our cache
model since they support dynamic control flow but approximate the cache
misses of loop nests by classifying all instances of a memory access at once.

Ghosh et al. [113] derive cache miss equations to count the cache misses
for perfect loop nests with data dependencies represented by reuse vec-
tors [27]. Assuming an LRU replacement policy, a cache miss occurs if the
number of solutions to a cache miss equality exceeds the cache associativity.
Counting the solutions for every point of the iteration domain is expensive.
Vera and Xue et al. [114, 115] thus sample the iteration domain to speedup
the cache miss computation which allows them to perform approximate
whole-program analysis. Cascaval et al. [116] compute the stack distance
histogram symbolically for perfect loop nests with uniform data dependen-
cies. They model fully associative caches with an LRU replacement policy
and use statistics to model set associative caches. Chatterjee et al. [117] use
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Presburger formulas to express the set of compulsory and capacity misses
of imperfect loop nests for associative caches. At the time, their approach
was limited to small problem sizes and low associativity since the computa-
tion of analytical results for realistic hardware and even small benchmarks
kernels was prohibitively complex. While Beyles et al. [90] did not address
the cache miss problem, they use analytically computed stack distance to
generate cache hints at runtime. Their stack distance computation, extended
by our cache miss counting technique for non-affine polynomials, is the
foundation of our cache model. PolyCache [97] presented the first analytical
approach fast enough to compute the cache behavior of static control pro-
grams for interesting benchmark kernels and realistic hardware parameters.
Its analytical model relates for every cache set successive accesses of distinct
cache lines and repeatedly removes the shortest relations to model set asso-
ciativity with LRU replacement policy. While PolyCache also uses symbolic
counting techniques to avoid a complete enumeration of the computation,
its complexity increases with high associativity. Our work provides a fast
analytical model for fully associative caches and shows that fully associative
models introduce only small errors compared to measurements on actual
hardware.

4.5 summary of the approach

As memory behavior depends on the cache state, understanding the cost
of memory accesses is much more difficult than understanding the cost of
arithmetic instructions. With haystack , we close this gap by providing
developers with accurate information about the interaction of memory
accesses with the large and deep cache hierarchy of modern processors.
haystack allows the programmer to predict memory access costs accu-
rately and to develop programs well optimized for the memory hierarchy.
When striving for ultimate performance, both a good baseline and an accu-
rate surrogate model accelerates empirical tuning. As a result, cache-aware
program optimization becomes accessible.

Responsiveness is key for the adoption of any cache model. We demon-
strate excellent often problem size independent response times that for the
first time make analytical cache modeling practical. In addition, the cache
size independent costs allow our model to easily scale to future hardware.
We show the practicality of our deliberate decision against high fidelity and
in favor of a generic fully associative cache model. The proposed model
is robust to memory layout choices and hardware implementation details
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and yet reaches very high accuracy on real hardware across a wide range
of computations.



5
A C O M M U N I C AT I O N - H I D I N G P R O G R A M M I N G M O D E L

Today we typically target GPU clusters using two programming models
that separately deal with inter-node and single-node parallelization. For ex-
ample, we may use MPI [118] to move data between nodes and CUDA [119]
to implement the on-node computation. MPI provides point-to-point com-
munication and collectives that allow synchronizing concurrent processes
executing on different cluster nodes. Using a fork-join model, CUDA allows
offloading compute kernels from the host to the massively parallel de-
vice. MPI-CUDA programs usually combine the two programming models
by alternating between on-node kernel invocations and inter-node com-
munication. While being functional, this approach also entails serious
disadvantages.

The main disadvantage is that application developers need to know the
concepts of both programming models and understand several intricacies
to work around their inconsistencies. For example, the MPI software stack
in meantime has been adapted to support direct device-to-device [120]
data transfers. However, the control path remains on the host which causes
frequent host-device synchronizations and redundant data structures on
host and device.

On the other hand, the sequential execution of on-node computation and
inter-node communication inhibits efficient utilization of the costly compute
and network hardware. To mitigate this problem, application developers
can implement manual overlap of computation and communication [10,
39]. In particular, there exist various approaches [121, 122] to overlap the
communication with the computation on an inner domain that has no inter-
node data dependencies. However, these code transformations significantly
increase code complexity which results in reduced real-world applicability.

High-performance system design often involves trading off sequential
performance against parallel throughput. The architectural difference be-
tween host and device processors perfectly showcases the two extremes of
this design space. Both architectures have to deal with the latency of hard-
ware components such as memories or floating point units. While the host
processor employs latency minimization techniques such as prefetching
and out-of-order execution, the device processor employs latency hiding
techniques such as over-subscription and hardware threads.

97
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To avoid the complexity of handling two programming models and to
apply latency hiding at cluster scale, we introduce the dcuda (distributed
CUDA) programming model. We obtain a single coherent software stack
by combining the CUDA programming model with a significant subset
of the remote memory access capabilities of MPI [123]. More precisely,
a global address space and device-side put and get operations enable
transparent remote memory access using the high-speed network of the
cluster. We thereby make use of over-decomposition to over-subscribe
the hardware with spare parallelism that enables automatic overlap of
remote memory accesses with concurrent computation. To synchronize the
program execution, we additionally provide notified remote memory access
operations [124] that after completion notify the target via notification
queue.

We evaluate the dcuda programming model using a stencil code, a
particle simulation, and an implementation of sparse matrix-vector multi-
plication. To compare performance and usability, we implement dcuda

and MPI-CUDA versions of these mini-applications. Two out of three
mini-applications show excellent automatic overlap of communication and
computation. Hence, application developers not only benefit from the con-
venience of device-side remote memory access. More importantly, dcuda

enables automatic overlap of computation and communication without
costly, manual code transformations. As dcuda programs are less network
latency sensitive, our development might even motivate more throughput
oriented network designs. In brief, we make the following contributions:

• We implement the first device-side communication library that pro-
vides MPI like remote memory access operations and target notifica-
tion for GPU clusters.

• We design the first GPU cluster programming model that makes use
of over-subscription and hardware threads to automatically overlap
inter-node communication with on-node computation.

5.1 programming model

The CUDA programming model and the underlying hardware architecture
have proven excellent efficiency for parallel compute tasks. To achieve high
performance, CUDA programs offload the computation to an accelerator
device with many throughput optimized compute cores that are over-
subscribed with many more threads than they have execution units. To
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overlap instruction pipeline latencies, in every clock cycle the compute cores
try to select among all threads in flight some that are ready for execution.
To implement context switches on a clock-by-clock basis, the compute cores
split the register file and the scratchpad memory among the threads in
flight. Hence, the register and scratchpad utilization of a code effectively
limit the number of threads in flight. However, having enough parallel
work is of key importance to fully overlap the instruction pipeline latencies.
Little’s law [125] states that this minimum required amount of parallel work
corresponds to the product of bandwidth and latency. For example, we need
200kB of data on-the-fly to fully utilize a device memory with 200GB/s
bandwidth and 1µs latency. Thereby, 200kB translate to roughly 12,000

threads in flight each of them accessing two double precision floating point
values at once. We show in Section 5.3 that the network of our test system
has 6GB/s bandwidth and 19µs latency. We therefore need 114kB of data
or roughly 7,000 threads in flight to fully utilize the network. Based on the
observation that typical CUDA programs make efficient use of the memory
bandwidth, we conclude there should be enough parallelism to overlap
network operations. Consequently, we suggest to use hardware supported
overlap of computation and communication to program distributed memory
systems.

5.1.1 Distributed Memory

One main challenge of distributed memory programming is the decompo-
sition and distribution of program data to the different memories of the
machine. Currently, most distributed memory programming models rely
on manual domain decomposition and data synchronization since handling
distributed memory automatically is hard.

Today, MPI is the most widely used distributed memory programming
model in high-performance computing. Many codes thereby rely on two
sided communication that simultaneously involves sender and receiver. This
combination of data movement and synchronization is a bad fit for extend-
ing the CUDA programming model. On the one hand, CUDA programs
typically perform many data movements in the form of device memory
accesses before synchronizing the execution using global barriers. On the
other hand, CUDA programs over-subscribe the device by running many
more threads than there are hardware execution units. As sender and re-
ceiver might not be active at the same time, two sided communication is
hardly practical. To avoid active target synchronization, MPI alternatively
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provides one sided put and get operations that implement remote memory
access [123] using a mapping of the distributed memory to a global address
space. We believe that remote memory access programming is a natural
extension of the CUDA programming model.

Finally, programming large distributed memory machines requires more
sophisticated synchronization mechanisms than the barriers implemented
by CUDA. We propose a notification based synchronization infrastruc-
ture [124] that after completion of the put and get operations enqueues
notifications on the target. To synchronize, the target waits for incoming
notifications enqueued by concurrent remote memory accesses. This queue
based system enables to build linearizable semantics.

5.1.2 Combining MPI & CUDA

CUDA programs structure the computation using kernels, which embody
phases of concurrent execution followed by result communication and
synchronization. More precisely, kernels write to memory with relaxed
consistency and only after an implicit barrier synchronization at the end
of the kernel execution the results become visible to the entire device. To
expose parallelism, kernels use a set of independent thread groups called
blocks that provide memory consistency and synchronization among the
threads of the block. The blocks are scheduled to the different compute cores
of the device. Once a block is running its execution cannot be interrupted as
todays devices do not support preemption [126]. While each compute core
keeps as many blocks in flight as possible, the number of concurrent blocks
is constraint by hardware limits such as register file and scratchpad memory
capacity. Consequently, the block execution may be partly sequential and
synchronizing two blocks might be impossible as one runs after the other.

MPI programs expose parallelism using multiple processes called ranks
that may execute on the different nodes of a cluster. Similar to CUDA,
we structure the computation in phases of concurrent execution followed
by result communication and synchronization. In contrast to CUDA, we
write the results to a distributed memory and we use either point-to-point
communication or remote memory accesses to move data between the
ranks.

Todays MPI-CUDA programs typically assign one rank to every de-
vice and whenever necessary insert communication in between kernel
invocations. However, stacking the communication and synchronization
mechanisms of two programming models makes the code unnecessarily
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Figure 5.1: Block scheduling for MPI-CUDA and dcuda.

complex. Therefore, we suggest to combine the two programming models
into a single coherent software stack.

dcuda programs implement the application logic using a single CUDA
kernel that performs explicit data exchange during execution. To enable
synchronization, we limit the over-subscription to the maximal number
of concurrent hardware threads supported by the device. To move data
between blocks no matter if they run on the same or on remote devices,
we use device-side remote memory access operations. We identify each
block with a unique rank identifier that allows to address data on the entire
cluster. We map MPI ranks to CUDA blocks, as they represent the most
coarse-grained execution unit that benefits from automatic latency overlap
due to hardware threading. Hereafter, we use the terms rank and block
interchangeably. To synchronize the rank execution, we implement remote
memory access operations with target notification. An additional wait
method finally allows to synchronize the target execution with incoming
notifications.

Figure 5.1 compares the execution of an MPI-CUDA program to its
dcuda counterpart. We illustrate the program execution on two dual-core
devices each of them over-subscribed with two blocks per core. We indicate
communication using black arrows and synchronization using black lines.
Both programs implement sequential compute and communication phases.
While the dcuda program uses over-subscription to automatically overlap
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1 __shared__ dcuda_context ctx;

2 dcuda_init(param, ctx);

3 dcuda_comm_size(ctx, DCUDA_COMM_WORLD, &size);

4 dcuda_comm_rank(ctx, DCUDA_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

5

6 dcuda_win win, wout;

7 dcuda_win_create(ctx, DCUDA_COMM_WORLD,

8 &in[0], len + 2 * jstride, &win);

9 dcuda_win_create(ctx, DCUDA_COMM_WORLD,

10 &out[0], len + 2 * jstride, &wout);

11

12 bool lsend = rank - 1 >= 0;

13 bool rsend = rank + 1 < size;

14

15 int from = threadIdx.x + jstride;

16 int to = from + len;

17

18 for (int i = 0; i < steps; ++i) {

19 for (int idx = from; idx < to; idx += jstride)

20 out[idx] = -4.0 * in[idx] +

21 in[idx + 1] + in[idx - 1] +

22 in[idx + jstride] + in[idx - jstride];

23

24 if (lsend)

25 dcuda_put_notify(ctx, wout, rank - 1,

26 len + jstride, jstride, &out[jstride], tag);

27 if (rsend)

28 dcuda_put_notify(ctx, wout, rank + 1,

29 0, jstride, &out[len], tag);

30

31 dcuda_wait_notifications(ctx, wout,

32 DCUDA_ANY_SOURCE, tag, lsend + rsend);

33

34 swap(in, out); swap(win, wout);

35 }

36

37 dcuda_win_free(ctx, win);

38 dcuda_win_free(ctx, wout);

39 dcuda_finish(ctx);

Figure 5.2: Stencil program with halo exchange communication.
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the communication and compute phases of competing blocks, the MPI-
CUDA program leaves this optimization potential unused.

5.1.3 Example

Figure 5.2 shows an example program that uses dcuda to implement a
two-dimensional stencil computation. Using pointers adjusted to rank local
memory, the program reads from an "in" array and writes to an "out" array.
To distribute the work, the program performs a one-dimensional domain
decomposition in the j-dimension. To satisfy all data dependencies, in
every iteration the program exchanges one halo line with the left and right
neighbor rank. For illustration purposes, the program listing highlights all
methods and types implemented by the dcuda framework. The calling
conventions require that all threads of a block call the framework methods
collectively with the same parameter values. To convert the example into
a working program, we need additional boilerplate initialization logic
that, among other things, performs the input/output and the domain
decomposition.

On line 2, we initialize the context object using the "param" kernel pa-
rameter that contains framework information such as the notification queue
address. The context object stores the shared state used by the framework
methods.

On lines 3–4, we get size and identifier of the rank with respect to
the world communicator. A communicator corresponds to a set of ranks
that participate in the computation. Each rank has a unique identifier
with respect to this communicator. We currently provide two predefined
communicators that either represent all ranks of the cluster called "world
communicator" or all ranks of the device called "device communicator".
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On lines 6–10, we create two windows that provide remote memory
access to the "in" and "out" arrays. When creating a window all participat-
ing ranks register their own local memory range with the window. The
individual window sizes may differ and windows of shared memory ranks
might overlap. We use windows to define a global address space where
rank, window, offset tuples denote global distributed memory addresses.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the overlapping windows of the example program.
Each cell represents the memory of one j-position that stores "jstride" values
in the i-dimension. Colors mark cells that belong to the domain boundaries
of the rank. More precisely, the windows of shared memory ranks overlap
and the windows of distributed memory ranks allocate additional halo cells
that duplicate the domain boundaries.

On lines 24–30, we move the domain boundaries of the "out" array to the
windows of the neighbor ranks. We address the remote memory using the
window, rank, and offset parameters. Once the data transfer completes, the
put operation additionally places a notification in the notification queue
of the target rank. We can mark the notification with a tag that, in case
of more complex communication patterns, allows disentangling different
notification sources.

On lines 31–32, we wait until the notification of the neighboring ranks
arrive in the notification queue. Our program waits for zero, one, or two
notifications depending on the values of the lsend and rsend flags. We
consider only notifications with specific window, rank, and tag values. To
match multiple notifications at once, we can optionally use wildcard values
that allow us to match notifications with any window, rank, or tag value.

On lines 37–39, we free the window objects to cleanup after the program
execution. Overall, our implementation closely follows the MPI remote
memory access specification [123]. On top of the functionality demonstrated
by the example, we implement the window flush operation that allows
to wait until all pending window operations are done. Furthermore, we
cannot only put data to remote windows but also get data from remote
windows. Finally, the barrier collective allows to globally synchronize the
rank execution.

5.1.4 Discussion

Compared to MPI-CUDA, dcuda slightly simplifies the code by moving
the communication control to the device. For example, we have direct access
to the size information of dynamic data structures and there is less need for
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separate pack kernels that bundle data for the communication phase. While
the distributed memory handling causes most of the code complexity for
both programming models, with dcuda we remove one synchronization
layer and implement everything with a distributed memory view. We may
thereby generate redundant put and get operations in shared memory, but
our runtime can optimize them out.

5.2 implementation

Moving the MPI functionality to the device-side raises multiple challenging
implementation questions. To our knowledge so far there is no device-side
MPI library, which might be partly attributed to the fact that calling MPI
from the kernel conflicts with multiple CUDA mantras. On the one hand, the
weak consistency memory model prevents shared memory communication
during kernel execution. On the other hand, the missing block scheduling
guarantees complicate the block synchronization.

5.2.1 Architecture Overview

Our research prototype consists of a device-side library that implements
the actual programming interface and a host-side runtime system that
controls the communication. More precisely, we run one library instance
per rank and one runtime system instance per device. Connected via MPI,
the runtime system instances control data movement and synchroniza-
tion of any two ranks in the system. However, the data movement itself
either takes place locally on the device or using direct device-to-device
communication [120].

While a design without host involvement seems desirable, existing at-
tempts to control the network interface card directly from the device are
not promising [127] in terms of performance and system complexity. Fur-
thermore, the host is a good fit for the synchronization required to order
incoming notifications from different source ranks. To avoid device-side syn-
chronization, we go even one step further and loop device local notifications
through the host as well.

Moving data between ranks running on the same device requires memory
consistency. In CUDA atomics are the only coherent memory operations at
device-level. However, we did not encounter memory inconsistencies on
Kepler devices with disabled L1 cache (which is the default setting). When
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Figure 5.4: Architecture overview of the dcuda runtime system.

polling device memory, we additionally use the volatile keyword to make
sure the compiler issues a load instruction for every variable access.

To implement collectives such as barrier synchronization [128], all par-
ticipating ranks have to be scheduled actively. Otherwise, the collective
might deadlock. As discussed in Section 5.1.2, hardware constraints, such
as the register file size and the lack of preemption, result in sequential
block execution once we exceed the maximal number of concurrent hard-
ware threads. Our implementation thus limits the number of blocks to the
maximum the device can have in flight at once. However, we might still
encounter starvation as there are no guarantees regarding the hardware
thread scheduling implemented by the compute cores. For example, the
compute cores might only run the threads that are waiting for notifications
and pause the threads that send notifications.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the software architecture of the dcuda runtime
system. A host-side event handler starts and controls the execution of
the actual compute kernel. To communicate with the blocks of the run-
ning kernel, we create separate block manager instances that interact with
the device-side library components using queues implemented as circular
buffers. The event handler dispatches incoming remote memory access
requests to the matching target block manager and continuously invokes
the block manager instances to process incoming commands and pending
MPI requests. More precisely, using the command queue the device-side
library triggers block manager actions such as window creation, notified
remote memory access, and barrier synchronization. To guarantee progress
using a single worker thread, the block manager implements these actions
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Figure 5.5: Sequence diagram of a notified distributed memory put.

using non-blocking MPI operations. Once the pending MPI request sig-
nals completion, the block manager notifies the device-side library using
separate queues to acknowledge commands and to post notifications. An
additional logging queue allows to print debug information during kernel
execution. The device-side library uses a context object to store shared state
such as queue or window information. Most of the times, the device-side
library initiates actions on the host and waits for their completion. However,
all remote memory accesses to shared memory ranks are directly executed
on the device. We thereby perform no copy if source and target address
of the remote memory access are identical, which commonly happens for
overlapping shared memory windows. Furthermore, the device-side library
implements the notification matching.

5.2.2 Communication Control

Figure 5.5 shows the end-to-end control flow for a distributed memory
put operation with target notification. Initially, the origin device-library
assembles a tuple containing data pointer, size, target rank, target window
and offset, tag, and flush identifier of the transfer and 1) sends this meta
information to the associated block manager. Using two non-blocking sends,
2) the origin block manager forwards the meta information to the target
event handler and 3) copies the actual data directly from the origin device
memory to the target device memory. Once the MPI requests signal that
the send buffers are not in use anymore, 4) the origin block manager frees
the meta information and updates the flush counter on the device. Using
pre-posted receives, the target event handler waits for meta information
arriving from an arbitrary origin rank and 5) immediately forwards the
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incoming meta information to the associated target block manager. Finally,
6) the target block manager posts a non-blocking receive for the actual data
transfer and 7) after completion notifies the target device-side library and
frees the meta information.

The control flow for shared memory is simpler. Initially, the origin device-
side library performs the actual data transfer. We thereby perform no copy
in case source and target pointers are identical. Finally, we notify the target
device-side library via the origin block manager.

The device-side library uses a counter to generate unique window identi-
fiers. These counters get out of sync whenever only a subset of the ranks
participate in the window creation. The block manager thus uses a hash
map to translate the device-side identifiers to globally valid identifiers.
Similarly, we use a counter to generate unique flush identifiers for remote
memory access operations. The block manager keeps a history of the pro-
cessed remote memory access operations and updates the device about
the progress using a single variable set to the flush identifier of the last
processed remote memory access operation whose predecessors are done
as well.

5.2.3 Performance Optimization

As an efficient host-device communication is of key importance for the
performance of our runtime system, we spend considerable effort in op-
timizing queue design and notification matching. Due to the Little’s law
assumption, we rather focus on throughput than on latency optimizations.

memory mapping To move large amounts of data between host and
device, the copy methods provided by the CUDA runtime are the method
of choice. However, the DMA engine setup causes a considerable startup
latency. Alternatively, we can directly access the device memory mapped in
the address space of the host memory and vice versa. This approach is a
much better fit for the small data transfers prevalent in queue operations.
While CUDA out of the box provides support to map host memory in the
device address space, we can map device memory in the host address space
using an additional kernel module [129].

queue design On todays machines the PCI-Express link between host
and device is a major communication bottleneck. We therefore employ a
circular buffer based queue design that provides an enqueue operation with
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an amortized cost of a single PCI-Express transaction. To facilitate efficient
polling, we place the circular buffer including its tail pointer in receiver
memory. For example, Figure 5.4 shows that we allocate the notification
queue in device memory and the command queue in host memory. To
implement the enqueue operation using a single PCI-Express transaction,
we embed an additional sequence number with every queue entry. The
receiver then determines valid queue entries using the sequence number
instead of the head pointer. Furthermore, we use a credit-based system
to keep track of the available space. The sender starts with a free counter
that is set to the queue size. With every enqueue operation, we decrement
the free counter until it is zero. To recompute the available space, we
then load the tail pointer from the receiver memory. The number of free
counter updates depends on queue size and queue utilization. Overall,
every enqueue operation requires one PCI-Express transaction to write the
queue entry including its sequence number and an occasional PCI-Express
transaction to update the free counter. We thereby assume queue entry
accesses using a single vector instruction are atomic. On our test system,
we never encountered inconsistencies when limiting the queue entry size to
the vector instruction width.

notification matching The notification matching is the most com-
plex device-side library component. Two methods allow us to wait or test
for a given number of incoming notifications. We can thereby filter the
notifications depending on window identifier, source rank, and tag [124].
The matching happens in the order of arrival and after completion we
remove the matched notifications. To fill potential gaps, we additionally
compress the notification queue starting from the tail. Our implementation
performs the matching using eight threads that work on separate four byte
notification chunks. We read incoming notifications using coalesced reads
and once the sequence number matches each thread compares the assigned
notification chunk to a thread private query value. We initialize the query
value depending on the thread index position with the window identifier,
the source rank, the tag, or with a wild card value. To determine if the
matching was successful, we reduce the comparison result using shuffle
instructions. In case of a mismatch each thread buffers his notification
chunk in a stack-allocated array. Otherwise, we increment a counter that
keeps track of the successful matches. Finally, we remove the processed
notification from the queue and repeat the procedure until we have enough
successful matches. Once this is done, we copy the mismatched notifications
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back from the stack-allocated array to the queue. We thereby assume the
number of mismatched notifications is low enough for the stack-allocated
array to fit in the L1 cache.

5.2.4 Discussion

To make our programming model production ready, additional modifica-
tions may be necessary. For example, we partly rely on undocumented
hardware behavior and we could further optimize the performance. To de-
velop a more reliable and efficient implementation, we suggest the following
improvements to the CUDA environment.

scheduling of computation & communication Our program-
ming model packs the entire application logic in a single kernel. As dis-
cussed in Section 5.2.1, this approach conflicts with the scheduling guar-
antees and the weak memory consistency model of CUDA. For example,
we might encounter starvation because the scheduler does not consider the
ranks that are about to send notifications, or we might work with outdated
data since there is no clean way to guarantee device-level memory consis-
tency during kernel execution. We suggest an execution model with one
master thread per rank that handles the communication using remote mem-
ory access and notifications. Similar to the dynamic parallelism feature of
CUDA, the master thread additionally launches parallel compute phases in
between the communication phases. To guarantee memory consistency, our
execution model clears the cache before every compute phase. To prevent
starvation, we suggest a yield call that guarantees execution time for all
other ranks running on the same processing element. Hence, the master
thread can yield the other ranks while waiting for incoming notifications.
Currently, the compute phase with maximal register usage limits the avail-
able parallelism for the entire application. With the proposed execution
model, we can adapt the number of threads for every compute phase and
increase the overall resource usage.

notification system An effective and low overhead notification sys-
tem is crucial for the functioning of our programming model. Despite our
optimization efforts, the current notification matching discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2.3 increases register pressure and code complexity and consequently
may impair the application performance. We suggest to at least partly inte-
grate the notification infrastructure with the hardware. On the one hand, the
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network may send data and notifications using a single transmission. Low
level interfaces, such as uGNI [130] or InfiniBand Verbs, already provide the
necessary support. On the other hand, the device may provide additional
storage and logic for the notification matching or hardware support for
on-chip notifications.

communication control While we move data directly from device-
to-device, we still rely on the host to control the communication. We expect
that moving this functionality to the device improves the overall perfor-
mance of the system. Mellanox and NVIDIA recently announced a technol-
ogy called GPUDirect Sync [131] that will enable device-side communication
control.

5.3 evaluation

To analyze the performance of our programming model, we implement a set
of microbenchmarks that measure latency, bandwidth, and the overlap of
computation and communication for compute and memory bound tasks. We
additionally compare the performance of mini-applications implemented
using both dcuda and MPI-CUDA.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup & Methodology

We perform all our experiments on the Greina compute cluster at the
Swiss National Supercomputing Center CSCS. In total, Greina provides ten
Haswell nodes equipped with one Tesla K80 GPU per node and connected
via 4x EDR Infiniband. Furthermore, we use version 7.0 of the CUDA
toolkit, the CUDA-aware version 1.10.0 of OpenMPI, and the gdrcopy
kernel module [129]. We run all experiments using a single GPU per node
with default device configuration. In particular, auto boost remains active
which makes device-side time measurements unreliable.

To measure the performance of dcuda and MPI-CUDA codes, we time
the kernel invocations on the host-side and collect the maximum execution
time found on the different nodes. In contrast, dcuda programs pack
the application code in a single kernel invocation that also contains a fair
amount of setup code such as the window creation. To get a fair comparison,
we therefore time multiple iterations and subtract the setup time estimated
by running zero iterations. Furthermore, we repeat each time measurement
multiple times and compute the median and the nonparametric confidence
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Figure 5.6: Put-bandwidth of shared and distributed memory ranks.

interval. More precisely, we perform 20 independent measurements of 100

and 5,000 iterations for the mini-applications and the microbenchmarks,
respectively. Our plots visualize the 95% confidence interval using a gray
band.

The dcuda programming model focuses on multi-node performance. To
eliminate measurement noise caused by single-node performance variations,
we use the same launch configuration for all kernels (208 blocks per device
and 128 threads per block), and we limit the register usage to 63 registers
per thread which guarantees that all 208 blocks are in flight at once.

5.3.2 Microbenchmarks

To evaluate latency and bandwidth of our implementation, we run a ping-
pong benchmark that in every iteration moves a data packet forth and
back between two ranks using notified put operations. We either place the
two ranks on the same device and communicate via shared memory, or
we place the ranks on different devices and communicate via the network.
We then derive the latency as half the execution time of a single ping-
pong iteration and divide the packet size by the latency to compute the
bandwidth. Figure 5.6 plots the put-bandwidth for shared and distributed
memory ranks as function of the packet size. The low put-bandwidth of
shared memory ranks can be explained by the fact that a single block
cannot saturate the memory interface of the device. However, in real-world
scenarios hundreds of blocks are active concurrently resulting in high
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Figure 5.7: Overlap for square root calculation (Newton-Raphson).

aggregate bandwidth. For empty data packets, we measure a latency of
7.8µs and 19.3µs for shared and distributed memory, respectively. Hence,
the latency of a notified put tops the device memory access latency [132]
by one order of magnitude. We are aware that these numbers motivate
further tuning. However, in the following we demonstrate that the dcuda

programming model is extremely latency agnostic.
The dcuda programming model promises automatic overlap of compu-

tation and communication. To measure this effect, we design a benchmark
that iteratively executes a compute phase followed by a halo exchange
phase. To determine the overlap, we implement runtime switches that allow
us to separately disable the compute and halo exchange phases. We use
runtime switches to avoid code generation effects that might influence the
overall performance of the benchmark. We expect that the execution time
of the full benchmark varies between the maximum of compute and halo
exchange time for perfect overlap and the sum of compute and halo ex-
change time for no overlap. To investigate the effect of different workloads,
we additionally implement square root calculation (Newton-Raphson) and
memory-to-memory copy as examples for compute-bound and memory
bandwidth-bound computations. To demonstrate the overlap of computa-
tion and communication, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 compare the execution
time with and without halo exchange for increasing amounts of compu-
tation. An additional horizontal line marks the halo exchange only time.
We run all experiments on eight nodes of our cluster. Each halo exchange
moves 1kB packets, each copy iteration moves 1kB of data, and each square
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Figure 5.8: Overlap for memory-to-memory copy.

root iteration performs 128 divisions per rank. We measure perfect overlap
for memory bandwidth-bound workloads and good overlap for compute-
bound workloads. We explain the slightly lower overlap for compute-bound
workloads by the fact that the notification matching itself is relatively
compute heavy.

5.3.3 Mini-applications

To evaluate the absolute performance of our programming model, we com-
pare MPI-CUDA and dCUDA variants of mini-applications that implement
a particle simulation, a stencil program, and sparse matrix-vector multi-
plication. Three algorithmic motifs that are prevalent in high-performance
computing. The main loops of the MPI-CUDA variants run on the host,
invoke kernels, and communicate using two-sided MPI, while the main
loops of the dCUDA variants run on the device and communicate using
notified remote memory access. Otherwise, the implementation variants
share the entire application logic and the overall structure. None of them
implements manual overlap of computation and communication.

particle simulation Our first mini-application simulates particles
in a two-dimensional space that interact via short-range repulsive forces.
We integrate the particle positions using simplified Verlet integration con-
sidering only forces between particles that are within a parameterizable
cutoff distance. Just like the particle-in-cell method used for plasma simu-
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Figure 5.9: Weak scaling for the particle simulation example.

lations [133], we decompose our wide rectangular domain into cells that
are aligned along the wide edge of the domain. Furthermore, we chose
the cell width to be lower or equal to the cutoff distance and consequently
only compute forces between particles that are either in the same cell or
in neighboring cells. After each integration step we update the particle
positions and move them to neighboring cells if necessary.

We organize the data using a structure of arrays that hold position,
velocity, and acceleration of the particles. We thereby assign the cells to fixed-
size, non-overlapping index ranges and use additional counters to keep
track of the number of particles per cell. To deal with non uniform particle
distributions among the cells, we allocate four times more storage than
necessary to fit all particles. To support distributed memory, we decompose
the arrays and allocate an additional halo cell at each sub-domain boundary.

The main loop of the particle simulation performs the following steps: 1)
we perform a halo cell exchange between neighboring ranks, 2) we compute
the forces and update the particle positions, 3) we sort out the particles
that move to a neighbor cell, 4) we communicate the particles that move
to a neighbor rank, and 5) we integrate the particles that arrived from a
neighbor cell. To copy the minimal amount of data, the MPI-CUDA variant
continuously fetches the book keeping counters to the host memory. In
contrast, the main loop of the dCUDA variant runs on the device and
has direct access to all data. Each rank registers one window per array
that spans the cells assigned to the rank plus two halo cells. The windows
of neighboring shared memory ranks physically overlap, which means,
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as in case of the MPI-CUDA variant, actual data movement only takes
place for distributed memory ranks. However, in contrast to MPI-CUDA the
synchronization is much more fine-grained enabling overlap of computation
and communication.

Figure 5.9 shows weak scaling for both implementation variants as well
as the halo exchange time measured by the MPI-CUDA variant. We thereby
use a constant workload of 416 cells and 41,600 particles per node. Typi-
cally, the simulation would be compute-bound, but as we are interested in
communication we reduced the cutoff distance so that there are very few
particle interactions. Consequently, the simulation becomes more memory
bandwidth-bound. We perform two memory accesses in the innermost loop
that computes the particles distances. Aggregated over 100 iterations and
assuming a total execution time of 200ms, we get an estimated bandwidth
requirement of roughly 100GB/s compared to 240GB/s peak bandwidth.
This estimate shows that our implementation utilizes the available band-
width well, especially considering the code also performs various other
steps. While the two implementation variants perform similarly up to three
nodes, the dCUDA variant clearly outperforms the MPI-CUDA variant for
higher node counts. The scaling costs of the MPI-CUDA variant roughly
correspond to the halo exchange time, while the dCUDA variant can partly
overlap the halo exchange costs. However, the particle simulation is dy-
namic and during execution load imbalances evolve. For example, the
minimal and maximal halo exchange times measured on eight nodes differ
by a factor of two. We therefore do not expect an entirely flat scaling.

stencil program Our second mini-application iteratively executes a
simplified version [1] of the horizontal diffusion kernel derived from the
COSMO atmospheric model [16]. The kernel consists of four dependent
stencils that are applied to a three-dimensional regular grid with a limited
number of vertical levels. The stencils themselves are small and consume
between two and four neighboring points in the horizontal ij-plane.

Our implementation organizes the data using five three-dimensional
arrays that are stored in column-major order. We perform a one-dimensional
domain decomposition along the j-dimension and extend the sub-domains
with a one-point halo in both j-directions. Consequently, the halos consist
of one continuous storage segment per vertical k-level.

The main loop of the stencil program contains three compute phases each
of them followed by a halo exchange. In total, we execute four stencils and
communicate four one-point halos per loop iteration. To apply the stencils,
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Figure 5.10: Weak scaling of the stencil program example.

we assign each block to an ij-patch that covers the full i-dimension. For
each array, the dCUDA variant registers a window that spans the ij-patch
assigned to the rank plus one halo line in each j-direction. The windows
of neighboring shared memory ranks overlap and data movements only
take place between distributed memory ranks. To improve the performance,
the MPI-CUDA variant additionally copies the data to a continuous com-
munication buffer that allows to wrap the entire halo exchange in a single
message.

Figure 5.10 shows weak scaling for both implementation variants as well
as the halo exchange time measured by the MPI-CUDA variant. We chose
a domain size of 128×320×26 grid points per device. The stencil program
accesses eight different arrays per iteration. Aggregated over 100 iterations
and assuming a total execution time of 70ms, we compute an approximate
bandwidth requirement of 100GB/s compared to 240GB/s peak bandwidth.
Hence, the overall performance of our implementation is reasonable. While
both implementation variants have similar single-node performance, the
dCUDA variant excels in multi-node setups. The scaling costs of the MPI-
CUDA variant roughly correspond to the halo exchange time, while the
dCUDA variant can completely overlap the significant halo exchange costs.
This is possible since the stencil program is perfectly load balanced and the
halo exchange costs are the only contribution the scaling costs. To achieve
better bandwidth, OpenMPI by default stages messages larger than 30kB
through the host. The MPI-CUDA variant sends one 26kB message per halo,
while the dCUDA variant sends 26 separate 1kB messages (one per vertical
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layer). Hence, with the given configuration both implementation variants
perform direct device-to-device communication. However, introducing ad-
ditional vertical layers improves the relative performance of the MPI-CUDA
variant as it benefits from the higher bandwidth of host staged transfers.

sparse matrix-vector multiplication Our last mini-application
implements sparse matrix-vector multiplication followed by a barrier syn-
chronization. The barrier synchronization emulates possible follow up steps
that synchronize the execution, the worst-case for dcuda’s overlap philos-
ophy. For example, the normalization of the output vector performed by
the power method.

We store the sparse matrix using the compressed row storage (CSR) for-
mat and distribute the data using a two-dimensional domain decomposition
that splits the matrix into square sub-domains. Furthermore, we store the
sparse input and output vectors along the first row and the first column of
the domain decomposition, respectively. To process the matrix sub-domains,
we assign each row of the matrix patch to exactly one block.

The main loop of the application performs the following steps: 1) we
broadcast the input vector along the columns of the domain decomposition,
2) each rank locally computes the matrix-vector product, 3) we aggregate
the result vectors along the rows of the domain decomposition, and 4) we
synchronize the execution of all ranks. We manually implement the broad-
cast and reduction collectives using a binary tree communication pattern.
The dCUDA variant over-decomposes the problem along the columns of
the domain decomposition. Hence, the depth of the broadcast tree is higher,
while the message size corresponds to the MPI-CUDA variant. In contrast,
along the rows of the domain decomposition the reduction tree has the
same depth while the dCUDA variant sends more but smaller messages.

Figure 5.11 shows the weak scaling for both implementation variants as
well as the halo exchange time measured by the MPI-CUDA variant. We
run our experiments using a 10,816×10,816 element matrix per device and
randomly populate 0.3% of the elements. Our matrix-vector multiplication
performs roughly a factor two slower than the cuSPARSE vendor library.
While the MPI-CUDA variant performs slightly better for small node counts,
the dCUDA variant seems to catch up for larger node counts. However,
due to the tight synchronization, we do not observe relevant overlap of
computation and communication. The scaling cost for both implementation
variants corresponds roughly to the communication time. We therefore
conjecture that the short and tightly synchronized compute phases provide
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Figure 5.11: Weak scaling of the sparse matrix-vector example.

not enough room for overlap of computation and communication. Further-
more, the MPI-CUDA variant stages the reduction messages through the
host, while the dCUDA variant due to the higher message rate uses direct
device-to-device communication. Therefore, the dCUDA variant suffers
from lower network bandwidth which might overcompensate potential
latency hiding effects. We show this example to demonstrate that, even
in the worst-case of very limited overlap, dcuda performs comparable
to MPI-CUDA. Advanced algorithmic methods could be used to enable
automatic overlap even in Krylov subspace solvers [134].

5.4 discussion

To further improve the expressiveness and the performance of the dcuda

programming model, we briefly discuss possible enhancements.

collectives Over-decomposition makes collectives more expensive as
the their cost typically increase with the number of participating ranks.
We suggest to implement highly-efficient collectives that leverage shared
memory [135, 136]. Furthermore, one can imagine non-blocking collectives
that run asynchronously in the background and notify the participating
ranks after completion.

multi-dimensional storage Our implementation currently only
supports one-dimensional storage similar to dynamically allocated memory
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in C programs. We suggest to add support for multi-dimensional storage
as it commonly appears in scientific applications. For example, we could
provide a variant of the put method that copies a rectangular region of a
two-dimensional array.

shared memory With our programming model hundreds of ranks
work on the same shared memory domain. We suggest to add functionality
that makes better use of shared memory. For example, we could provide a
variant of the put method that transfers data only once and then notifies all
ranks associated to the target memory.

host ranks To fully utilize the compute power of host and device, we
suggest to extend our programming model with host ranks that like the
device ranks communicate using notified remote memory access.

5.5 related work

Over the past years, various GPU cluster programming models and ap-
proaches have been introduced. For example, the rCUDA [137] virtualiza-
tion framework makes all devices of the cluster available to a single node.
The framework intercepts calls to the CUDA runtime and transparently for-
wards them to the node that hosts the corresponding device. Consequently,
CUDA programs that support multiple devices require no code changes to
make use of the full cluster. Reaño et al. [138] provide an extensive list of
the different virtualization frameworks currently available.

Multiple programming models provide some sort of device-side com-
munication infrastructure. The FLAT [139] compiler transforms code with
device-side MPI calls into traditional MPI-CUDA code with host-side MPI
calls. Consequently, the approach provides the convenience of device-side
MPI calls without actually implementing them. GPUNet [140] implements
device-side sockets that enable MapReduce-style applications with the de-
vice acting as server for incoming requests. Key design choices of dcuda,
such as the circular buffer based host-device communication and the map-
ping of ranks to blocks, are inspired by GPUNet. DCGN [141] supports
device-side as well as host-side compute kernels that communicate using
message passing. To avoid device-side locking, the framework introduces
the concept of slots that limit the maximum number of simultaneous com-
munication requests. In a follow-up paper [142] the authors additionally dis-
cuss different rank to accelerator mapping options. GGAS [143] implements
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device-side remote memory access using custom-built network adapters
that enable device-to-device communication without host interaction. How-
ever, the programming model synchronizes the device execution before
performing remote memory accesses and therefore prevents any hardware
supported overlap of computation and communication. GPUrdma [144]
was developed in parallel with dcuda and implements device-side remote
memory access over InfiniBand using firmware and driver modifications
that enable device-to-device communication without host interaction.

Multiple works discuss technology aspects that are relevant for the pro-
gramming model design. Oden et al. [127] control InfiniBand network
adapters directly from the device without any host interaction. Their im-
plementation relies on driver manipulations and system call interception.
However, the host controlled communication nevertheless excels in terms of
performance. Furthermore, Xiao and Feng [128] introduce device-side bar-
rier synchronization and Tanasic et al. [126] discuss two different hardware
preemption techniques.

5.6 summary of the approach

With dcuda we introduce a unified GPU cluster programming model that
follows a latency hiding philosophy. We enhance the CUDA programming
model with device-side remote memory access functionality. To hide mem-
ory and instruction pipeline latencies, CUDA programs over-decompose
the problem and run many more threads than there are hardware execution
units. In case there is enough spare parallelism, this technique enables effi-
cient resource utilization. Using the same technique, dcuda additionally
hides the latency of remote memory access operations. Our experiments
demonstrate the usefulness of the approach for mini-applications that im-
plement different algorithmic motifs. We expect that real-word applications
will draw significant benefit from automatic cluster-wide latency hiding and
overlap of computation and communication. Especially since implementing
manual overlap results in seriously increased code complexity. Overall,
dcuda stands for a paradigm shift away from coarse-grained sequential
communication phases towards more fine-grained overlapped communi-
cation. Although the high message rate of fine-grained communication is
clearly challenging for todays networks, our experiments show that the
potential of the approach outweighs this drawback.





6
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K

In this thesis, we present compiler framework, performance tool, and pro-
gramming model advances that enable data movement optimizations. Our
main contribution is the automatic end-to-end optimization of stencil pro-
grams. We automatically learn a performance model to perform fusion and
tile size choices that minimize the predicted execution times. The presented
techniques lay the foundation for domain-specific tools that automatically
select good high-level code transformations while providing a smooth user
experience similar to existing compilers. But automatic compilation does
not work in all cases. We thus also discuss tool and programming model
support to enable manual data movement optimizations.

Developing performance portable high-performance computing applica-
tions is a long-standing open problem. Data movement optimizations are
an important aspect of performance portability. We contribute three projects
to tackle the data movement challenge: 1) absinthe is a stencil program
optimizer that learns performance characteristics of the target system, 2)
haystack is an analytical cache model that helps programmers to under-
stand the cost of data movement, and 3) dcuda is a communication-hiding
programming model that enables the automatic overlap of computation
and inter-node communication. All of our tools support the development
of performance portable applications. But none of them solves the full prob-
lem since our tools are either domain-specific or solve only a subproblem.
Solving the general problem independent of the application domain re-
mains challenging. We believe domain-specific approaches are the method
of choice to perform target system-specific code transformations for the
time being.

6.1 future work

Our work motivates further research mainly to extend the scope of our
tools to a broader class of programs. A prominent research direction is the
development of compilers that learn a performance model to guide the
selection of data-locality transformations.
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6.1.1 Automatic Performance Model Design

absinthe learns parameters that model latency and throughput of the
innermost loop executions. The approach works well for the tested architec-
tures. But some architectures may require performance model adaptations
that go beyond choosing different parameters. For example, modeling the
available parallelism is essential for architectures that hide the memory ac-
cess latency using over-subscription and hardware threading. In these cases,
learning the entire performance model function and not only parameters or
weights is desirable – especially considering the increasingly diverse space
of hardware architectures.

The manual performance model design is challenging. We typically per-
form three main steps: 1) identify the program features that determine
the execution time, 2) identify the hardware components that limit the
execution time, and 3) derive a function that estimates the execution time
given the program features and the performance characteristics of the rele-
vant hardware components. The learning of the performance characteristics
may also require the design of benchmarks that stress the individual hard-
ware components. The key to a successful performance model design is
then to find the right balance of model accuracy and model complexity.
Repeating this process for many different hardware architectures is very
time-consuming. We thus believe an automatic performance model design
will enhance the model availability and improve the model quality.

The rise of machine learning over the last decade further motivates
the automatic performance model learning. Modern machine learning
algorithms – provided sufficient amounts of data – demonstrate excellent
results for many challenging tasks. The ability of automatic optimization
frameworks to enumerate a lot of implementation variants will help us to
collect enough data to enable the automatic performance model learning.
Adams et al. [25] sample random programs to learn an artificial neuronal
network that derives weight coefficients for twenty-seven hand-designed
performance model terms. Their approach is an important step towards
learning the entire performance model function but still relies on the manual
design of the individual performance model terms. Once efficient learning
techniques are in place, they will quickly supersede the manual performance
model design.
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6.1.2 Scaling to Real-World Applications

We evaluated our tools on benchmark kernels that perform significant
amounts of work but that are small compared to real-world applications.
Scaling our stencil optimizer absinthe or the analytical cache model
haystack to full applications is challenging due to their computational
complexity. Scaling our tools to large programs is thus an interesting
research direction.

Splitting the applications into smaller kernels and processing the indi-
vidual kernels is one way of dealing with large programs. The approach
sacrifices optimality, but if the kernels are well-chosen, the results should
remain relevant. Often the codes anyways contain natural optimization
barriers such as calls to external libraries to perform I/O or inter-node
communication. If this is not the case, then methods that split programs
into smaller pieces that can be optimized well are of interest. We could, for
example, consider the data flow graph between the loop nests and search
splits with minimal data-flow.

dynamic programming The space of possible data-locality transfor-
mations is exponential in the number of stencils. Instead of optimizing
the whole program, we may compute optimal fusion and tile size choices
for kernels up to a maximal size and combine the results using dynamic
programming. The approach limits fusion to the maximal kernel size but
otherwise produces optimal results.

surrogate model Presburger arithmetic is known to be computa-
tionally expensive. Instead of running the cache model directly on large
programs, we may thus learn a surrogate model. The cache model allows
us to generate a lot of training data for different programs and problem
sizes. We could use this data to train a neuronal network that approximates
the cache misses given input program and problem size. The approach
sacrifices accuracy to speedup the cache miss computation.

6.1.3 Cache Optimal Programs

Already the current version of haystack can be used to derive cache
optimal programs. But there are two areas of possible improvement: 1) the
model execution times hinder the exhaustive search space exploration and
2) the model does not consider the parallel program execution.
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parametric stack distance An automatic optimization framework
does not necessarily need to evaluate the entire cache model. Instead, we
can compute the stack distance for all data dependencies local to a tile and
its neighbor tiles. We then introduce optimization constraints that ensure
the stack distances are lower than or equal to the cache size. The solution
guarantees all data dependencies local to the tile and its neighbor tiles
are in cache. The advantage of the approach is that the stack distance can
be computed parametric in the tile size. The parametric formulation has
the potential to accelerate the tile size optimization significantly. We thus
believe the stack distance is an interesting measure for future optimization
frameworks.

parallel cache model Modeling the cache behavior of parallel pro-
grams is a long-standing open problem. We may use a sequential cache
model to analyze the memory accesses of individual tiles that execute on a
single core. But the sequential analysis fails to detect the data movement
between tiles that execute in parallel on different cores. Unwanted effects
such as false sharing – two cores access seemingly different data stored
by the same cache line – may result in cache line ping-pong and other
effects that hider the parallel execution. A parallel cache model can capture
such effects but typically faces the challenge that the parallel schedule is
unknown. Assuming we know the schedule, the model can compute the
stack distance to detect the cache misses and on top identify the data move-
ment between different cores. We can then repeat the analysis for several
random schedules or determine a worst-case (fully parallel schedule) and a
best-case (sequential schedule) scenario to gather statistics for the extreme
cases. If the inter-core data movement heavily depends on the schedule, the
program likely suffers from unwanted parallelization effects such as cache
line ping-pong. A tool that helps programmers to detects such problems
would be an important contribution to tackle the data movement challenge.
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